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From the editors’ desks

Those of you who attended our 
Conference in Split will know that 
a good time was had by all in a very 
productive meeting – beautifully 
summarized by Duncan Nicholas 
on Storify. Members attended from 
Korea, Australia, North America 
(Canada to Mexico) and all around 
Europe, with a strong contingent 
from Croatia. We were delighted to 
welcome our first ever EASE Bursars: 
Jibril Habuleh from Somaliland and 
Isaac Katano from Uganda. Plans are 
already underway for Strasbourg in 
2016. By then, we will be under new 
management. The current Council’s 
term of office expires next summer. I 
will stand down as President and we 
will be looking for new members to join 
Council. If you would be interested, 
please contact me. To prepare for the 
transition, a small group will convene 
in September to review the strategy of 
EASE and how we can best take the 
association forward in the coming 
years. Again, any suggestions from the 
membership would be welcome.

Meanwhile, our other activities 
continue. Sylwia Ufnalska gave 
presentations on behalf of EASE 
at Wiley-sponsored workshops for 

scientists in Łódź and Gliwice (central 
and southern Poland). Sylwia has 
also prepared some Golden Rules 
for Editors, which are published in 
this issue. Paola De Castro and Reme 
Meleros have also represented EASE 
at Wiley workshops in Italy and Spain, 
respectively. Paola is commenting on 
our behalf on the draft proposal on 
alternative metrics being produced by 
the National Information Standards 
Organisation while Axel Ermert is 
reviving our relationship with the 
International Standards Organisation, 
ensuring that science editing is 
represented in relevant Standards.

Through Research4Life, we were 
invited to sign The Lyon Declaration. 
This will be launched at the IFLA World 
Library and Information Congress in 
Lyon, France, in August 2014 and calls 
upon United Nations Member States 
to make an international commitment 
through the post-2015 development 
agenda to ensure that everyone has 
access to, and is able to understand, 
use and share the information that 
is necessary to promote sustainable 
development and democratic societies. 
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Abstract A sample of 63 recent editorials on plagiarism, 
identified through PubMed, was examined for common themes. 
The sample ranged in length from approximately a single page 
to several pages. Forty one percent of the editorials included 
definitions of plagiarism and of self-plagiarism. But, these 
definitions varied widely in detail and in scope. For example, 
with respect to recycling authors’ own previously published text, 
what might be perfectly acceptable to one editor  may constitute 
an instance of self-plagiarism to another. Fourteen percent of 
the editorials acknowledged that plagiarism had occurred in 
the journal. Two major themes seemed to emerge from the 
present analysis: 1) Concern regarding the frequency with 
which plagiarism and self-plagiarism occur in the sciences or in 
the journal itself, along with possible negative consequences for 
those who commit infractions; 2) A cautionary warning about 
the existence of technology designed to detect plagiarism (and 
image manipulation) and/or the adoption of such technology 
by the journal for the purpose of screening submissions.

Keywords:  Plagiarism; self-plagiarism; text re-use; 
publication ethics; research misconduct; journal editorials.

Introduction
In an editorial in the International Journal of Cardiology1 its 
editor lamented that “Hardly a week now goes by as editor of 
a major medical journal without I and my colleague associate 
editors being confronted with an allegation or evidence of 
plagiarism, duplicate publication, multiple submissions, 
authorship disputes, scientific fraud, article retraction or 
salami slicing of research findings into an excessive number 
of publications.” (p149). Plagiarism has been a source of 
concern for many journal editors and authors who have 
covered the issue in numerous papers in the scholarly and 
popular literature. For example, in an essay published in 2011 
in European Science Editing2 its authors noted that there were 
a greater number of biomedical publications with ‘plagiarism’ 
as keyword in their titles since 2005 than ever before. 

Issues related to plagiarism and self-plagiarism (ie 
redundant or overlapping publication) are common topics 
for discussion in the forum hosted by the World Association 
of Medical Editors (WAME). A recently published survey of 
international science journal editors, carried out by Elizabeth 
Wager and her colleagues, has revealed that although their 
sample of editors believed that these issues were not a major 
problem for their journals, they did acknowledge that 
plagiarism and redundancy were some of the most frequent 
ethical lapses that they had confronted.3 Perhaps the most 
glaring evidence that these ethical issues are of great concern 
to the science publishing community is the widespread 
adoption of software tools, such as CrossCheck®, to detect 
these types of misconduct in journal submissions. 

Recent evidence indicates that some journal editors lack 
familiarity with scientific publication issues despite relevant 
training and regular exposure.4 Many other editors are not 
concerned with publication ethics and are uninformed about 
existing guidance offered by the Committee On Publication 
Ethics (COPE) and the International Committee for Medical 
Journal Editors (ICMJE).3 Because in the past I had noticed 
that a significant proportion of papers on plagiarism are 
journal editorials, I wondered what type of message is 
conveyed in these editorials. To address this question, a 
sample of recently published editorials on the subject was 
retrieved and analyzed for their content.  

Methods
The term ‘plagiarism’ was used to search through PubMed. The 
search as of 30 April 2013 resulted in 1,086 items containing 
the term. Items with abstracts or titles published from 2008 to 
2012 (n=475) were further analyzed to pick journal editorials. 
A large proportion of these papers were topical articles, 
letters, or empirical studies on plagiarism and/or other forms 
of research misconduct. Some papers were editorials or guest 
editorials, but they were neither labeled as such nor written 
by editors and were, therefore, not analyzed further. Because 
of these peculiarities and due to unavailability of full-texts of 
some items, it was impossible to calculate the proportion of 
editorials among the initially retrieved 475 items. The final 
sample consisted of 63 journal editorials that were available 
to me in full-texts. I analyzed each editorial for coverage of 
plagiarism, self-plagiarism, and related issues. 

Results & Discussion
The sample ranged in length from 0.25 to 8.25 print pages. 
The average length was 1.8 pages, with a median of one 
page. Given that journals use different combinations of 
fonts and margins, these numbers should be considered as 
rough estimates of the editorials’ length.

The extent of coverage of plagiarism in the 63 editorials 
varied widely, ranging from a mere mentioning about it to 
a detailed examination of the malpractice. Fourteen percent 
of the editorials acknowledged that a case had occurred 
in the journal, and 16% of them identified or described 
specific cases, though not necessarily cases that occurred 
in their journal. Forty one percent of the editorials defined 
plagiarism, but some of the definitions were narrow in scope. 
For example, one editorial5 defined plagiarism as “… the use 
of text from another author and the representation of it as 
one’s own original work” (p1757). Another editorial stated 
that:6 “Two kinds of plagiarism are recognized in scientific 
writing — plagiarism of data and plagiarism of text”. Yet 
another editorial excluded all other forms of plagiarism 
except plagiarism of ideas:7 “Plagiarism is the appropriation 

Journal editorials on plagiarism: what is the message?
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Original articles of ideas of another author, without giving due credit ...”           
(p101). A couple of editorials seemed to lump plagiarism 
with self-plagiarism. For example, one editor wrote:8 “When 
an author duplicates his or her or another’s written words or 
ideas from an independent body of text without reference to 
the original source, the author has committed plagiarism” 
(p1). The inconsistencies in the definitions are in line with 
previous surveys.3,4 

Sixty nine percent of the editorials covered the issue of self-
plagiarism, with 25% of these providing definitions and some 
discussions. The recycling one’s own previously published text 
was the issue with the widest range of opinions. For example, 
one editorial found it acceptable to re-use texts in literature 
reviews and in method sections of papers:9 “ADA journals 
will allow authors to reuse concise and well-written literature 
reviews and methodology descriptions from their own 
previously published work, assuming such text is properly 
cited and noted to the editors at the time of submission …” 
(p189). Other editorials considered ethical re-cycling in 
methods section only. The editor of Anesthesia & Analgesia “ 
…explicitly accepts self-plagiarism in the Methods section of 
a manuscript, but discourages it elsewhere” (p492).10 Another 
editor discouraged the practice: “Please note that verbatim 
copying of entire paragraphs (even in the “Methods” section) 
whether from other authors’ or one’s own prior work is 
never tolerated” (p1757). 5 At least one editorial, while not 
committing to any specific quantity or section, conveyed the 
following sensible advice: “While there are sometimes good 
reasons for reusing certain textual elements (particularly 
in the Methods and literature review), authors should be 
cautious and thoughtful in doing so.” (p1).11

In addition to the frequency with which editors encounter 
unethical writing practices,  two other major themes were 
common across most of the editorials. Editors informed 
readers about negative consequences of these trespasses. The 
other emerging theme was about existing technology to detect 
misconduct such as plagiarism and image manipulation, and/
or adoption of such technology by the journal for screening 
purposes. Sixty seven percent of the editorials mentioned the 
use of software or services to detect plagiarism. In addition, 
37% of the editorials provided details of the procedure the 
journal operates for handling instances of misconduct. 
Various sources of guidance were cited to support the 
editors’ positions on these important matters, with the COPE 
guidance being the most frequently cited (37%), followed by 
the United States’ Office of Research Integrity (14%), WAME 
(8%), and ICMJE instructions (2%).

Conclusion
Perhaps the most surprising finding of this study was the lack 
of agreement in plagiarism definitions and in the threshold 
of acceptable text re-cycling. Some editors find it acceptable 
to re-use some material while others discourage any form 
of re-use. The latter finding is troublesome because a type 
of text recycling acceptable to one editor may constitute an 
instance of self-plagiarism to another one. A case involving 
such difference of opinions, albeit involving a more complex 
degree of overlap that included text and data, has been 
described by Elizabeth Wager and Richard Green.12 The case 

also illustrates the importance of communication between 
authors and editors when it comes to disclosing overlaps 
between articles, and also the need for a universal guidance 
on this subject. Such guidance is especially important for non-
native English-speaking researchers and for collaborating 
teams across national and academic boundaries.

Despite inevitable shortcomings of the current analysis of 
editorials, there is an unambiguous message that comes across: 
these journal editors are greatly concerned with plagiarism, 
self-plagiarism, and other forms of research misconduct, as 
well as with the need to protect the integrity of science.
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Abstract This article provides an update on the types of work 
authors’ editors are currently involved in, and proposes that 
authors’ editors are well placed to help reduce wastage and 
inefficiency in the current academic publication system. I 
describe the factors that contribute to wastage, and then 
explain how authors’ editors can help reduce wastage. To 
conclude I suggest steps that editors and publishers could 
also take to improve publication efficiency.

Keywords Authors’ editor; research methodology; communication. 

Research publication in peer-reviewed journals has become 
a wasteful process that is more focused on metrics for 
researcher and journal performance and on profits for 
commercial publishers than on disseminating information 
useful for researchers and society. 

Many factors contribute to wastage in the current research 
publishing system. For example, most published articles 
are never cited. Because of widespread methodological 
weaknesses and statistical fallacies, a large proportion 
of published research findings can be considered false.1 
Concerns about the low reproducibility of commercially-
funded preclinical cancer studies are another reflection 
of the wastage caused by methodological and reporting 
deficiencies.2 In many disciplines, retractions for misconduct 
or error are increasing, even at (especially at) journals with 
high impact factors and presumably rigorous peer review.3 
When post-publication peer review detects problems serious 
enough to warrant a retraction, the prepublication editorial 
work is thereby wasted, and additional efforts and resources 
are needed to correct the record appropriately. 

According to Rubriq, peer review for articles that are 
rejected (almost all manuscripts are rejected by one or more 
journals before they are accepted) consumes an estimated 15 
million person-hours per year.4 This wastage appears to be 
caused mainly by a poor initial match between the manuscript’s 
contents and the scope of the journal, and by inefficient peer 
review that does not help authors to improve the manuscript. 

Predatory journals that operate as economic scams disguised 
(often rather poorly) as legitimate, trustworthy journals are 
another source of wastage. There is no estimate of the amount 
of money wasted annually on article processing charges paid to 
these journals. Nor is there any way to know how many hiring 
and funding decisions are influenced by mediocre (or even 
fraudulent) articles published in journals that – regardless of 
their access policies or economic model – provide little or no 
constructive feedback from peer reviewers, but are nonetheless 
taken seriously by promotion and grant committees.5 

The high costs of the current research publishing system 

have been denounced in several arenas.6,7 These costs are 
borne mostly through public research funding systems and 
ultimately by taxpayers. Private companies sell the results 
of publicly-supported research and editorial quality control 
(ie, products and services that publishers obtain at very little 
cost) at considerable profit. 

Unfortunately, wastage in the current global academic 
publishing system is likely to worsen before it gets better. 
This situation has led to increasing skepticism about the 
sustainability of the current system, along with many calls for 
alternatives. Early in 2014 a group of experts in biomedical 
research publishing called on funders, research institutions 
and publishers to improve “incentives, infrastructure 
and capacity” to reduce wastage. In Recommendation 1 
they suggested that research institutions should employ a 
publication officer “to improve research outputs, including 
attention to publication ethics and research integrity, use 
of reporting guidelines, and development of different 
publication models such as open access”. They proposed that 
“[e]thics committees and publication officers could also help 
to ensure that all research methods and results are completely 
and transparently reported and published”.8

In Recommendation 3, these experts called for broad- 
based efforts “to improve the capability and capacity of 
authors and reviewers to do high-quality and complete 
reporting”, noting that editors and reviewers may not be good 
at identifying research reports “that are not fit for purpose” 
because few of them are adequately trained. According to 
Glasziou and colleagues, authors likewise “have insufficient 
training in the range of issues related to reporting of research, 
such as use of reporting guidelines, publication ethics, and 
research integrity”. Training, according to Glasziou and 
colleagues, should be provided by the academic community 
through “integrat[ing] the study of research methods, 
scientific writing and publishing in their curricula”, and by 
publishers, who “could also provide some training to editors, 
reviewers and authors, specifically in use of reporting 
guideline and provision of better feedback to reviewers”.8 

Here I suggest that authors’ editors (along with translators 
who also provide authors’ editing services) are well placed to 
support the publication of material that is fit for purpose, and to 
provide training in many of the areas Glasziou and colleagues 
identified. At present, authors’ editors i) help authors improve 
what they aim to publish, ii) educate and train researchers 
in writing and reporting skills, and iii) interact with editors 
and publishers to suggest ways they could improve their 
processes for the benefit of researchers and readers. The roles 
of publication officers suggested by Glasziou and colleagues 
overlap to a considerable degree with those of authors’ 
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editors,9-11 academic “language professionals” as characterized 
by Matarese,12 and “literacy brokers” as described by Lillis and 
Curry.13,14 For example, authors’ editors who work with the 
two AuthorAID projects provide training for researchers in 
writing and publication skills15-18 and training for journal 
editors in best editorial practices.18,19 

The role of authors’ editors has been characterized as 
that of a facilitator,10 a catalyst,20 and a shaper21 of research 
publications. These roles have evolved and expanded in the 
21st century to include the types of support listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Areas in which authors’ editors can help researchers 
to publish with less wastage 

1 Choose the journals most likely to be interested in the 
research and most likely to provide useful feedback

2 Prepare manuscripts and accompanying documents in 
accordance with the journals’ requirements, and navigate 
the submittal process

3 Optimize publication strategies by understanding 
publishers’ terms and conditions regarding editorial 
quality, costs of publication, access, rights retained or lost, 
embargoes, self-archiving and repositories22,23

4 Avoid the pitfalls of plagiarism, self-plagiarism and 
inaccurate citation

5 Understand their ethical obligations in the publication 
process

6 Refute unfounded criticisms by reviewers
7 Develop different types of publications for specific 

audiences and media

In a presentation about problems associated with biomedical 
research reporting, Moher provided a list of responsibilities 
for publication officers (Table 2).24 Most of the tasks in this 
list could be handled by experienced authors’ editors or other 
language and communication professionals, although some 
capacity-building activities would additionally require support 
from higher academic or institutional management. 

Table 2. Some proposed responsibilities for publication 
officers according to Moher24

1 Help improve the clarity and transparency of research 
presentations and manuscripts

2 Develop seminars on how to write to get published – “fit 
for purpose”

3 Harness existing resources relevant to manuscript 
preparation and publication, including research integrity, 
and publication ethics

4 Facilitate internal peer review of journal manuscripts
5 Facilitate a semester-length course on using reporting 

guidelines when preparing manuscript submissions
6 Facilitate a semester-length course on peer review
7 Provide seminars on issues about publication ethics, 

research integrity, and the open access movement
8 Provide seminars (every quarter, for example) to the local 

community on “making sense of science”
9 Ensure whatever efforts are made can be accessed easily 

and used globally

Authors’ editors cannot fix the problems with the 
current research publishing system alone, but unfortunately 
opportunities for authors’ editors to work together with 
editors and publishers are limited outside associations such 
as EASE. What can journals and publishers do to reduce 
wastage and improve the quality of published research 
reports? Some ideas are suggested in Table 3.

Table 3. Opportunities for editors and publishers to reduce 
wastage in the research publishing process

1 Audit your Instructions to Authors to bring them in line 
with current best editorial practice guidelines, remove 
contradictions and make the instructions easy for 
authors to understand and apply

2 Make journal policies, Instructions to Authors and 
manuscript submittal checklists available in other 
languages in addition to English

3 Understand that researchers in many settings do not 
have access to or cannot afford high-quality assistance 
with the English language or writing

4 Understand the limitations of online manuscript editing 
services. Most such services are provided by younger 
people with an academic background in research who 
may be familiar with the technical terminology but who 
may be able to correct only basic spelling, grammar and 
punctuation errors

5 Consider whether the authors, their translator or 
authors’ editor are better able than the reviewers or 
copyeditor to judge whether the language or writing is 
fit for purpose25,26

6 Understand that western views on some issues in 
publication ethics such as authorship criteria, self-
plagiarism, appropriate citation of sources and conflicts 
of interest may be difficult for international researchers 
to understand and apply in their own setting

7 Ensure that editors and reviewers have an appropriate 
level of competence in core editorial skills24

8 Consider whether trust, respect and editorial process 
quality could be improved by making editors and 
reviewers more accountable to authors and readers. For 
example, if reviewers know the authors’ identity, authors 
should know who they are being reviewed by. If authors 
are required to provide explicit assurances regarding their 
professional qualifications, subject expertise and right to 
be named as authors, editors and reviewers should provide 
authors with similar evidence of their own competencies 
and ability to perform their editorial tasks to an acceptable 
level of proficiency24
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Abstract The editorial team of Archives of Industrial Hygiene 
and Toxicology believes in three things: visibility, true open 
access, and quality. We’ve achieved the first by going online 
through outsourced online services (Croatian repository 
HRČAK and online co-publisher De Gruyter Open); we’ve 
never compromised as we allow free access for readers and do 
not charge authors for publication thanks to public subsidies; 
and we’ve intensified our focus on NNSE authors to help them 
present research worth reading to read well, as only editorial 
efforts invested in quality will produce desired results (greater 
impact, easier flow of relevant research information by authors 
from developing countries) in the long run. If we survive the 
crisis that has hit publicly funded journals.

Keywords: Editing services; indexing; impact factor; journal 
repositories; online publishing; open access; public interest

Introduction
The trail behind this journal is long; this year it will be 65 
volumes, yet the journal looks younger now than when it 
started. Surprisingly, so does the editorial team (with a bit 
of averaging anyway). When I joined Archives in 1997, it 
had already been indexed by MEDLINE/TOXLINE/Index 
Medicus for 32 years and had a circulation of 10001. Now 
in 2014, the circulation has dropped to 300 printed copies, 
but the cumulative number of clicks has reached 789,939, 
ranking it the third most visited biomedical journal at the 
Croatian repository HRČAK (hrcak.srce.hr/aiht) since 
March 2007. Considering our relatively narrow scope – 
occupational and environmental health and toxicology – 
not bad at all.

This is how it all started I guess, by going online, reaching 
out, so to speak. We joined HRČAK in 2006, when it was 
in its pilot stage. A year later we went online with Versita 
(now DeGruyter Open) when it was very new in this part 
of Europe. They provided MetaPress services back then, 
and it turned out to be an excellent choice for the work we 
could not do on our own (as the entire office was a part-
time administrative person and myself). Through Versita 
we were the first journal in Croatia to use CrossRef ’s 

Archives of Industrial Hygiene and Toxicology: your local grocer online
Dado Čakalo
Manuscript editor and editorial assistant, Arhiv za higijenu rada i toksikologiju, Institute for Medical Research and 
Occupational Health, Zagreb, Croatia; dcakalo@imi.hr

CrossCheck tool to screen manuscripts for plagiarism (in 
2009). My point, I guess, is that we’d grab an opportunity as 
soon as we saw it, strike while the iron was hot.

Thanks to MetaPress we could now feed metadata and 
full-text articles for the Elsevier SCOPUS indexing services 
or EBSCO Academic Search Complete, but some things you 
just can’t make happen. What you need is a stroke of luck. In 
2007, Science Citation Index decided to expand to include 
several Croatian journals, Archives among them. Even 
though we were already included in Elsevier’s SCOPUS, it 
was this inclusion in the Web of Science that gave a strong 
boost to our visibility and authors started to pour in with 
submissions.

When we received our first impact factor in 2011 for 2010, 
a new world of possibilities seemed to have opened up, with 
the sky as the limit. A year later, our IF “soared” to over 1.00, 
and we thought we were really getting somewhere and fast. 
There followed a wet slap in the face when the IF “plummeted” 
to where we are now (0.674). I don’t think we’ve ever thought 
of ourselves as great achievers, particularly not in comparison 
with some of the leading Croatian biomedical journals, but our 
ambition has always been something other than IF.

Free and reader-oriented
Probably because we’ve always been backed up by 
government subsidies, which are getting thinner by the year 
for reasons I cannot fathom, we feel that it is our privilege 
to mediate other people’s knowledge, also publicly funded, 
for free. Even the subscription to the printed copy is just to 
cover one quarter of the production cost, but our primary 
target is the online reader. Having made our way to the major 
indexing databases by keeping to deadlines and by sticking 
to the rules shared by the family of biomedical journals 
such as ICMJE and COPE, we’ve gained unprecedented 
visibility. And even if our IF is not what we’ve hoped for, we 
are getting cited (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1: Citations by year

Sum of the times cited: 837 (without self-citations: 747)
Citing articles without self-citations: 673
Average citations per item: 2.24; h-index:13

Source: Web of Knowledge citation report, 5 July 2014
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Every now and then, our online co-publisher DeGruyter 
Open tells us we’ve been included in some new database 
or indexing service, but we have pretty much covered the 
key bases. We have applied twice for inclusion in Current 
Contents and been turned down by this coy mistress on 
both occasions. We keep comforting ourselves that this 
database does not tell you anything about your impact or 
visibility, yet we still fall victim to the widespread bias in 
our region that Current Contents secures you a place with 
the elite and allures new authors.

Free and author-oriented
At the MET meeting in Venice in 2012, Jason Willis-Lee 
made a brief presentation of current models of open-access 
publishing. It struck me back then that most so-called open-
access journals had only shifted the burden of publication 
onto the author. I find this practice questionable from 
a number of aspects that all come down to ethics and 
conflicting public and private interests (“a whole can 
of worms”, as Kersti Wagstaff put it in her report on 
METM12)2, especially as this model has dealt a hard blow to 
the authors from developing countries. We, however, have 
never considered adopting the author-pay model and will 
continue to stand our ground for as long as we are being 
subsidised by the public.

With our relatively broad coverage and free publication, 
our author pool from developing countries is growing by 
the day. Before we went online, Archives had already been 
an international journal, as we published articles from all 
over the world, but the vast majority came from ex-Yugoslav 
countries. While the percentage of articles from Croatia 
is still high (after all, we are the official journal of three 
Croatian associations) the tip of the scale is going more and 
more international (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Published articles by region (2008-2013)

Not only do we provide free publication, but we also 
provide free editing services in order to help our authors 
who are non-native speakers of  English (NNSE) feel more at 
ease with getting their message across as clearly as possible – 
provided of course, there is one.

Less is more
This brings me to the third thing we care about in Archives: 
teaching our NNSE authors how to make a point, the 
first two being high visibility and true open access. The 
developing countries are catching up with the appalling 
Western (free market?) trend to hyperproduce, and I do not 
wish to single out any particular country. Authors are forced 
to publish at any cost, even when they have nothing to say. 
NNSE authors face an even greater problem, as they have 
difficulty pointing out what is important in their research 
even when they do have something to say. Our mission 
for the years to come, and this is not yet another pep-word 
from the world of (publishing) business, is to help them find 
their own voice and focus on their audience instead of their 
universities and research institutes. Since we can afford it, 
we have become very selective with regard to submissions 
(our current rejection rate is about 65%), but we seek not 
to discourage our authors, but to encourage them to write 
meaningful things and avoid the pitfalls of plagiarism and 
pressure to publish. We’ve been using the CrossCheck tool 
for years now, not to police them, but to show them that they 
can produce even better texts than those copied3-5. Now that 
our production team has grown and counts one chief editor 
(whom I admire for her lack of vanity, open heart and mind, 
and nearly childish enthusiasm), two young and equally 
enthusiastic copy editors and whatnots (since they do all 
sorts of other things as necessary), my dear administrator 
(who looks after us like a mother), and myself, we intend to 
dedicate this and future years to teaching NNSE authors to 
trust their own instincts, use narrative techniques to make 
their research interesting to read, and keep it short and 
simple. Unlike this sentence. We see ourselves as the local 
grocer who has found its place in this global village side by 
side with huge grocery store chains.

We place our faith in things that will pay off in the long 
run. For the benefit of all.
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As editors, all of us tend to be extremely busy, so we may 
sometimes be lost in details and forget about crucial things. 
Thus it seems useful to draft a list of golden rules to keep in 
mind what is essential in our work. Editors can stick it on their 
notice board and learn the rules by heart. 

Our initial draft, composed of 7 rules, was discussed on the 
EASE Forum in May 2014. Consequently, 3 new rules were 
added (#2, #9, and #10), while 5 rules were specified more 
clearly (#3, #4, #5, #6, and #7), and we supplemented them with 
references to further reading. The resultant amended draft was 

Golden rules for scholarly journal editors
Sylwia B. Ufnalska
Freelance science translator and editor, Poznań, Poland; sylwia.ufnalska@gmail.com 
Arjan K.S. Polderman
Editor of Pharmaceutisch Weekblad, Den Haag, the Netherlands; a.k.s.polderman@pw.nl 

Golden rules for scholarly journal editors Notes

1. Be aware of your target audience.
2. Make instructions to authors simple and understandable, 

and review them regularly.
In the instructions, authors can be asked to follow EASE 
Guidelines1 (available in >20 languages)

3. Ensure a fair peer review process (usually with 2-3 reviews, or 
more if necessary).

See section 4 of Science Editors’ Handbook2 and The golden rules 
and the peer review good practice checklist3

4. Pay due attention to ethical issues: data fabrication 
or manipulation, plagiarism, authorship, conflict of 
interest, copyright, legislation, etc.

See section 5 of Science Editors’ Handbook2, page 10 of EASE 
Guidelines1 (publication ethics checklist), and COPE flowcharts4

5. Respect others; inform authors about progress and delays as 
soon as possible; do not overburden reviewers and authors.

6. Do your best to ensure that publications are complete, 
concise, and clear, with appropriate methods and correct 
citations.

See sections 1-2 of Science Editors’ Handbook2, reporting 
guidelines (eg in EQUATOR Network5), and San Francisco 
Declaration on Research Assessment6

7. Make sure that abstracts properly summarize essential 
information (usually: background, objectives, methods, 
results, and conclusions) and contain major keywords.

See pages 2 & 7 of EASE Guidelines1

8. Ensure safe long-term storage of publications and 
documentation of the editorial process.

9. Develop your journal. See sections 3 & 6 of Science Editors’ Handbook2 and European 
Science Editing7

10. Perfection is impossible to reach, so common sense is  
necessary.

Further reading
International Standards for Editors and Authors8, Code of Conduct and Best Practice Guidelines for Journal Editors9, etc.

presented at the EASE Conference in Split, Croatia, in June 
2014. We are very grateful to all contributors to the discussion 
of both drafts: Richard Lorch, Ed Hull, Marcin Kozak, Irene 
Hames, Angela Turner, Norman Grossblatt, Mary Ellen Kerans, 
Eva Baranyiová, Armen Gasparyan, and other editors.

The final version, endorsed by EASE Council soon after the 
conference in Split, is shown in the table below. The keywords 
are marked in bold and we did our best to keep the golden rules 
short, as we want them to be as simple and useful as possible. 

Any comments or remarks are very welcome.
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Introduction
Metadata are data about data1 that help to describe the 
content or characteristics of an electronic or physical object. 
Scientific publishing depends on such data for searching, 
classifying, and bibliographic referencing. Information 
about title, subject, keywords, authors and publisher of 
a scientific paper helps readers to retrieve online sources 
that are relevant to their research. This article is about 
embedding such metadata directly in manuscripts to 
facilitate researchers’ and science editors’ work, to form 
their knowledge base, and to properly share and cite 
scholarly information with others.

Well-behaved documents are both search- and user-
friendly. ‘Search-friendly’ refers to embedding useful 
metadata that facilitate online management of references 
in individual libraries or collection of documents. ‘User-
friendly’ means that users can easily locate passages of 
interest.

Search-friendly documents
Search-friendliness, or machine-readability, is increasingly 
important in view of the global influence of digitization 
and open access in the changing publishing and archiving 
environment.2 Most scholarly publications are becoming 
available on the Internet, which makes their processing and 
systematic archiving a real challenge. To organize a bulk 
of the Internet content, scholarly papers should be easily 
classifiable with little or no manual intervention, which 
requires properly embedding metadata. Explicit metadata 
facilitate the work of librarians, digital asset managers and 
non-expert users3 because:
•	 sources are automatically classified and indexed for 

searching across a collection of documents
•	 journal submissions and publications are easier to 

locate and cite
•	 interdisciplinary networking and sharing of 

information is facilitated
•	 authors get more and better exposure
•	 it is no longer necessary to hunt for citation relevant 

metadata on the Internet, particularly beneficial for
•	 students who lack patience or the wherewithal to locate 

relevant repositories can easily find the documents 
they are looking for

•	 citations and bibliographic references can be generated 
off-line, a must for self-published articles, work-in-
progress and editorial content.

Metadata standards
Dozens of metadata standards are currently available,4 
each being linked to its own vocabulary.5  Unfortunately, 
none of the standards is universally applicable. A student 
seeks data to generate citations while experts search their 
collection of papers, employing certain technical criteria. 
Information about book publishers, image or painting 

copyrights holders, song writers, or architects of ancient 
pyramids are all essential metadata and attributes of the 
items. Metadata are processed to classify items in search 
engines to share them with the global community. Different 
users seek different pieces of data. Art critiques, veterinary 
specialists, physicists, and lawyers download contents from 
interdisciplinary web domains, and they would prefer to 
do so without manual intervention, relying on embedded 
metadata.

Universities and public libraries are challenged to 
upgrade their services and to more actively contribute 
to scientific research.6 Although they prefer to integrate 
and preserve metadata of all their documents in separate 
catalogues or databases, I think that one should not exclude 
the other. Embedding a descriptive selection thereof in a 
digital resource automatically makes this data available to 
users for off-line consulting and referencing. And it saves 
their time. A notation in attribute/literal pairs is probably 
adequate for most private or local repositories. A separate 
sidecar Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) file7 can be 
linked or sent along if direct embedding is impossible (eg 
due to checksum).

A pragmatic solution
Documents with embedded metadata are gradually increasing 
in open-access repositories and on publishers’ websites partly 
because of the institutional requirements to provide metadata 
along with documents.8  New forms of metadata such as 
those on HTML pages pointing to Facebook and Twitter 
are constantly developing. Citation-specific variables are 
currently used in conjunction with Citation Style Language 
(CSL).9 And, adding to the jumble, there is a wide range of 
proprietary name spaces, where each organisation defines 
metadata specific for different subjects. A document can, 
therefore, include hundreds of metadata variables, which 
may or may not be meaningful for users. Solution to this 
issue should be universal. I suggest an individually extensible 
and universally applicable metadata set that builds on the 
widely used Dublin Core standard10 (minus refinements) 
plus an unlimited number of customizable attribute/value 
pairs for the data. Consider it as an alternative Dublin Core 
application profile (DCAP) for individuals who may or 
may not have to rely on a single standard issued by a parent 
institution. For the exchange of metadata with third parties it 
relies on Adobe®’s XMP technology.11

Who should provide and embed metadata?
The ultimate responsibility for the inclusion of useful 
metadata lies with the publisher. However, all other 
stakeholders in the development12 and distribution of 
documents should also contribute by adding metadata to 
the final versions of their documents because:
•	 authors know their subject best and should propose 

relevant tags to their papers, abstracts and citations.9 

Ideally, they should generate a list and submit it along 
with their manuscripts. XMP sidecar files are probably 
the best option to ensure integrity of their metadata

•	 reviewers may suggest changes to the titles and 
descriptions in addition to factual adjustments

•	 editors and translators may include different data and add 
keywords for optimal searches through search engines

•	 publishers can adapt metadata and add specifics such as 
Creative Commons licenses, copyrights details, dates of 
submission and acceptance, and ISSN/DOI identifiers

•	 libraries6 and content providers, who gather metadata 
for their catalogues, should ensure that useful metadata 
accompany each document for automatic classification, 
indexing, and retrievability.

Adding metadata to PDF files
Adobe’s® XMP™ technology11 is well suited for embedding 
metadata. This is the format implemented in PDF 
documents. It has placeholders for Dublin Core10 elements 
and other standard meta types such as Dicomed for medical 
applications and IPTC, which is used by the international 
press community and professional photographers to secure 
their copyrights. It also allows to define proprietary sets 
with their own namespaces as well as an unlimited number 
of custom attribute/variable pairs which can be used to 
describe anything. To view, to edit and to export metadata, 
a suitable (free or low cost) software is required. 3 To embed 
these in a PDF document, Acrobat® or another PDF tool 
that can import XMP files, is used.

User-friendly documents
Online scientific papers, monographs, manuals, and all other 
multi-page documents should be easy-to-read and easy-to-
navigate on any reading device. Style and multimedia content 
of open-access documents should not depend on proprietary 
(paid) software. They should be searchable, have bookmarks 
(in applications that allow for it, such as PDF files in Acrobat 
or Adobe Reader), an interactive table of contents, and an 
interactive index, cross references, and links to external 
resources. Even copyrighted, password-protected, or 
encrypted material should allow users to print, copy portions 
of the text, and add bookmarks and comments. Unencrypted 
metadata should be available for easy cataloguing.

Bookmarks and interactive tables of contents require 
no extra work and no extra cost. Authors and graphic 
designers working on final layouts of the documents simply 
have to employ consistent styles for titles and subtitles. All 
professional layout programmes offer this facility. When 
exporting or saving documents as PDF files it is necessary to 
check the box Create bookmarks under Options in the Save 
as … dialogue; under InDesign® (or similar), first create a 
table of contents under menu Layout > Table of Contents 
and check the appropriate boxes in the export dialogue.

Conclusion
Search- and user-friendly documents can facilitate scholarly 
communication. They can be beneficial for document 
producers and distributors. The purpose of this article 
is to raise awareness among all parties concerned and to 

encourage them to embed meaningful metadata (including 
citation specifics) in all items they process and publish. 
If that is not possible due to some reasons, eg if authors 
submit online or librarians who are not allowed to modify 
a document, collective influence should be exercised to 
change the current publishing environment.
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Stealing works of others
Many editors can become suspicious of plagiarism, and 
we have to rely on several different ways of detecting 
it before being certain. In science, we rely heavily on 
accurate definitions. Plagiary is “the act of or practice of 
plagiarising”, a plagiarist being “one who steals the thoughts 
and writings and gives them out as his own” (Latin word 
plagirarius means kidnapper). For an excellent article 
on the basic features of plagiarism, see Karen Shashok’s 
chapter in the Science Editors’ Handbook, ORCID ID: 
0000-0002-2506-1390.

We are concerned with the misuse of more than just the act 
of stealing other people’s writing, which creates many problems 
for the literary sleuth regarding any publication. Stealing other 
people’s thoughts must be a much trickier business, and the 
mind boggles at how it can be policed. Plagiarism is a frequent 
research misconduct, but its prevalence is not known; we 
probably see only the tip of the iceberg. There are several 
questions we, as editors and researchers, have to address: (i) 
when is it an unintentional rather than an intentional act; (ii) 
when it is truly “stealing”; (iii) how can we detect as much of it 
as possible; (iv) what sanctions or penalties are appropriate for 
offenders, particularly persistent offenders; and (v) how can 
we prevent plagiarism and educate authors to ethically write 
their articles without infringing copyright law?

Culture versus copyrights
Editors, authors and publishers have to realise that there can 
be instances where plagiarism is rooted in culture. In China, 
for example, quoting verbatim words of one’s mentor is an act 
of reverence, and no direct attribution is necessarily given. 
Chinese authors submitting their papers to international 
periodicals and other publications should conform to 
globally acceptable rules of scientific communication and 
respect copyrights. My most embarrassing occasion as an 
editor was when Cell Biology International published a paper 
in good faith that failed to be detected as an almost complete 
plagiarism of another paper by a completely unrelated set 
of authors, with only the cell type used being different. 
Indeed it was as close to duplication as one can get before 
the editor of the first one published in 2007 contacted us 
(International Journal of Cardiology 118, 381–388, 2007: 
Compare Cell Biology International 32, 899-905, 2008). A 
major problem is what the editor and publisher can do about 
papers, especially those in hard copy, that have gone into the 
public domain. A withdrawal notice can be issued, but it is 
always too late and usually goes unnoticed. Today, online 
papers can be wiped, but sometimes they will still be listed 
in publication databases.

Guidelines or Instructions for Authors, however long or 
short they may be, always contain information about how to 
prepare the references, often causing stress to authors because 
of different house styles. However, it is frustrating to find 
again and again that some authors do not care to check their 
references for accuracy (with all the technical possibilities 
they now have and of which we could not even dream 30 years 
ago). It seems they just copy some of the references, certainly 
without having read the paper, but also without realizing that 
there is always a risk involved in doing so.

As editors, we first check the submissions. At this step 
the “reference detective story” often begins. For example, 
we may spot names that catch our attention:

“AHMAD, A.K., GLALAMREZE, S. M and RENATO 
V. (2005): Agricultural risk analysis in Fars province of 
Iran: A Risk-Programming Approach: In Agricultural 
and Resources Economics; U.K: University of New 
England.”

Here I found two names that alerted my editorial eye: 
Glalamreze (I perceived this name as rather strange) and 
Renato (indicative of an Italian first name, and that turned 
out to be correct). A Google search yielded no results. I 
therefore asked the author to provide me with the title page 
of the original. It arrived the next day. I was not surprised 
when I saw the names: Ahmad Ali Kehkha, Gholamreza 
Soltani Muhammadi, and Renato Villano. No wonder that I 
could not trace the work myself. A European editor may be 
puzzled by the Arabic names. A few emails with the author 
resulted in clarifying the order of cited authors´ last names. 
It is always advisable to double-check the correct writing of 
names. 

Another, rather humorous example:
“ARTHUR F.H., DAVID W.H., PAUL W.F., CARL 
R.R., THOMAS W.P. (2006): Insect Populations in 
grain residue associated with commercial Kansas 
grain elevator. Journal of Stored Product Research, 
(42):226-239.”

These were the last three lines on a page, and, as I was 
fishing for misprints or spaces, suddenly the line filled with 
a string of first names caught my attention: Arthur, David, 
Paul, Carl and Thomas. Immediately I checked the Web of 
Science and this was the result:

Insect populations in grain residues associated with 
commercial Kansas grain elevators 

Author(s): Arthur, FH (Arthur, FH); Hagstrum, DW 
(Hagstrum, DW); Flinn, PW (Flinn, PW); Reed, CR 
(Reed, CR); Phillips, TW (Phillips, TW) 

Source: JOURNAL OF STORED PRODUCTS 
RESEARCH  Volume: 42   Issue: 2   Pages: 226-239   DOI: 
10.1016/j.jspr.2005.02.003   Published: 2006 

We keep pointing out to authors their duty to provide 
exact references and yet we find again and again some  
authors ignoring these simple requests. Here is another 
such example of utter ignorance on the part of authors: 

“AMADOR B.M., YAMADA S., YAMAGUCHI T., 
PUENTE E.R., SERRANO N.A.V., HERNANDEZ J.L.G., 
AGUILAR R.L., DIEGUEZ E.T., GARIBAY A.N. (2007): 
Influence of calcium silicate on growth, physiological 
parameters and mineral nutrition in two legume species 
under salt stress. Journal of Agronomy and Crop Science 
193: 413-421.”

A search in the Web of Science resulted in the following:
Influence of calcium silicate on growth, physiological 
parameters and mineral nutrition in two legume species 
under salt stress 

By: Murillo-Amador, B (Murillo-Amador, B.); Yamada, 
S (Yamada, S.); Yamaguchi, T (Yamaguchi, T.); Rueda-
Puente, E (Rueda-Puente, E.); Avila-Serrano, N (Avila-
Serrano, N.); Garcia-Hernandez, JL (Garcia-Hernandez, 
J. L.); Lopez-Aguilar, R (Lopez-Aguilar, R.); Troyo-
Dieguez, E (Troyo-Dieguez, E.); Nieto-Garibay, A (Nieto-
Garibay, A.). JOURNAL OF AGRONOMY AND CROP 
SCIENCE,Volume: 193, Issue: 6, Pages: 413-421 Published: 
DEC 2007 
At least the two Japanese authors had their names in 

good order.
Another example, with two citations: the citing author 

paid no attention whatsoever to the names of the cited 
authors. Otherwise he could have noticed the problem 
with the last author in the two following references as they 
occurred in the manuscript: 

“Faixová Z, Faix S, Maková Z, Prosbová M (2004): 
Ruminal enzyme activities in sheep from industrially 
exposed area, Folia veterinaria, 48,161-164.

Faixova Z, Faix S , Zuzana M, Vaczi P and Marta P 
(2006): Effect of divalent ions on ruminal enzyme 
activities in sheep, Acta Veterinaria (Beograd), 
56,1,17-23.”
It should perhaps be added that these three examples 

come from manuscripts of African authors. Their own 
names differ substantially from any others and it may 
well be that some authors just do not have the right feel 
for other types of names and therefore may easily produce 
or miss errors, as in the above examples. Such cultural 
differences may cause problems, and the authors should 
pay even more attention to the preparation of references. 
Going to the original paper is the only remedy. A quick 
and superficial Google search may just perpetuate all 
these mistakes.  Another kind of cultural differences 
may, I imagine, arise for authors using different types of 

Detective stories: references in manuscripts
Eva Baranyiová
Czech University of Life Sciences, Prague, Czech Republic; ebaranyi@seznam.cz

script (eg Arabic or Chinese logograms) in their mother 
tongue – these authors often have difficulty using correct 
punctuation, spacing and upper- or lower-case letters in 
names of persons and journals when using the Latin script.  

Valuable for us, editors, is our experience and feel for 
journals and their age – so when we discover a citation like 
this: 

“Urmenyi, A.M.C., Franklin, A.W., 1961. Neonatal death 
from pigmented coliform infection. Lancet 1, 313-315”

we know there is something wrong. However, this citation 
can be found many times in Google. The Web of Science 
shows the entry as  1961, volume 1, issue 717. There seems 
to be a different citing system in WoS, since a search of The 
Lancet itself results in the following information: 

Neonatal death from pigmented coliform infection, 
A.M.C. Urmenyi M.D. Berne, A. White Franklin M.B. 
Lond., F.R.C.P., Feb 11, 1961, The Lancet, Vol. 277 No. 
7172 pp 313-315 

By the way, this title is rather interesting, too. I can hardly 
imagine a pigmented infection.  

With these examples I want to show how stubborn we 
need to be in this kind of detective work; we cannot rely 
on authors themselves despite all the information retrieval 
systems they may or may not have access to.  The core of these 
problems, however, seems to be in often hastily prepared 
manuscripts. Pressure for time, pressure to publish bring 
along these unfortunate results - superficiality and lack of 
critical thinking on the part of many authors. Not only wine 
but also a scientific article should be given time to ripen.

The question is, how deep do we have to dig into 
information resources, how much energy do we have to 
spend? How much education should we give to our authors?  
How can we make them understand that they undermine 
their own credibility besides adding extra work for editors 
and reviewers, and robbing the incorrectly cited authors of 
their citations? 

Red and green apples: can your 
readers tell the difference?

Worldwide, up to 8% of men cannot distinguish red 
from green yet authors and journals frequently use 
this colour combination in figures. 

Allred et al, in a letter to Nature, call for all 
journals to provide alternative versions of figures that 
are more accessible to such individuals.

Editors: Does your journal allow for this?
Freelancers: Are your authors aware of this?

Reference
S. Colby Allred, William J. Schreiner, Oliver Smithies. Colour 

blindness: Still too many red–green figures. Nature 2014;  
Volume 510, p340. doi:10.1038/510340e
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Detection and decisions
Modern software is becoming increasingly sophisticated in 
its ability to handle the current situation with plagiarism. As 
it can now indicate where cut-and-paste, air-brushing and 
graph manipulation has been used, it simply has to stay one 
step ahead of unscrupulous individuals who are desperate 
to publish rather than perish. This has always been one of 
the driving forces, and probably remains the prime reason 
today. Surveillance is the keyword, and should operate at 
several levels to ensure that as few papers as possible proceed 
to publication that have clearly plagiarised other authors.

The first level is the submission systems used by many 
publishers, which throw up many similar papers within 
the field of the article being offered for publication. An 
astute editor can check whether there could be clashes with 
previous articles, and where there is considerable suspicion 
of plagiarism simply decide on outright rejection at triage, 
the alternative being to give authors a chance to explain 
whether their paper is genuinely original. The next step is to 
check more thoroughly through several different channels 
whether there is plagiarism in an article and how extensive 
it is. Using CrossCheck by iThenticate® (http://www.
ithenticate.com) or PlagTracker (http://www.plagtracker.
com) and many general search engines (eg Google), one can 
easily detect passages in a text published elsewhere. A paper 
that gets through this first hurdle will go out to referees, 
who are experts in their field and should be aware of the 
relevant literature problems. As an editor, I rely heavily 
on referees who are more likely to become suspicious or 
find clear evidence of plagiarism and self-plagiarism in a 
particular paper than myself. Referees should note carefully 
plagiarism in any paper they review, and also alert editors 
where someone seems to have plagiarized someone else’s 
idea and hypotheses. If the essence of a hypothesis can be 
stated in, say, 20 words, it is improbable statistically that 
the same words used in exactly the same order will occur. 
However, if slightly different words are chosen and their 
order altered, this type of plagiarism is more difficult to deal 
with. A referee who knows where the idea originally came 
from would probably know that it is not a new hypothesis. 
These remarks emphasise the importance of expert peer 
reviewing in science.

Publishers have access to a wide range of literature sources 
through which they can hunt down plagiarists, and will 
get back to editors where they see or suspect plagiarism. 
Unnecessary plagiarism can ruin chances of acceptance of an 
otherwise good paper, which is why authors themselves must 
be fully aware of their responsibility in what they have written.

Spotting changes in style
A thorny question is the extent to which plagiarism can 
be taken before a harsh decision is reached. In some cases 
plagiarised paragraphs or sections occur where it is almost 
to be expected, as in the repetitive nature of Materials and 
Methods. There are only a few ways of saying the same 

thing, eg in describing procedures, and in many instances 
a blind eye is turned to the cut-and-pastes occurring here. 
But this also brings up another indicator of the presence of 
plagiarised paragraphs to the editor or reviewer, who can 
spot that a paper has more than an acceptable level of them. 
Editors sense almost intuitively this practice because of 
inconsistent styles of writing across paragraphs. Perhaps the 
Introduction to a paper is a little too familiar to another in 
a previous article and seems to read rather smoothly, as also 
might the Materials and Methods section, but then follow 
sections that are very differently presented by comparison, 
with a sudden change in vocabulary, syntax and grammar, 
and a complete lack of style. 

Referencing, copyrights and permissions
It is unnecessary to indulge in deliberate plagiarism 
when a perfectly sound method of dealing with the issue 
is available. Any use of other people’s words, images, 
tables, figures and so on should be fully referenced and 
acknowledged. To reproduce verbatim more than a few 
sentences from another paper, just like using someone 
else’s scheme, requires the author to get permission from 
the publishers and, by courtesy, the author. It is probably 
the hassle involved that deters many authors from doing 
the right thing. But copyrights involve the law, which 
would lead to litigation where personal gain is involved 
(eg trying to publish someone else’s novel under your own 
name – an act that is much less likely to happen in scientific 
publishing!). All publishers have permissions departments 
and therefore there is indeed no excuse for plagiarism.

Reprimand and training
How can we deal with offenders? The first step is to contact 
the authors, stating why the paper has been rejected or 
how it has to be radically altered. A list of overlapping 
references might be sent, including the authors’ previous 
papers. The next step will be to indicate that future papers 
are unwelcome from these authors. This might be followed 
up by intimating to other editors and publishers these 
unscrupulous cases, especially from persistent offenders. 
A final step is to inform the authorities of the authors’ 
institution, and ask them to take appropriate action. 
However, editors seldom get any feedback and do not know 
what transpires (if anything). 

The solution regarding plagiarism is proper education 
and training. Giving courses on scientific writing and 
publication around the world, I find that most institutions 
allocate no more than an hour or so to this matter. Many 
researchers have little knowledge of ethical writing practice. 
This is a tragedy and probably the main reason why many 
editors have their work cut out to improve scientific 
publication, and will continues to do so until more training 
is available at all levels, from undergraduates to principal 
investigators, especially in non-Anglophone countries.

Reports of meetings
EASE conference: The complex world of science editing

13–15 June 2014, Split, Croatia 

The 12th general assembly and conference of the European 
Association of Science Editors took place in Split, Croatia 
(13-15 June 2014) in the facilities of the University of Split 
School of Medicine. Prior to the conference opening, a 
workshop on the application of advanced information 
technologies to scholarly journal publishing was organized 
by Prof Sun Huh from Hallym University, Korea and the 
Korean Council of Science Editors. Prof Huh highlighted 
the information technology (IT) essential for distributing 
scholarly materials and improving journal visibility. The 
implementation of advanced technologies requires skills in 
basic informatics. Training in this field for editorial purposes 
is not widely available and not easily understandable by 
non–experts. Prof Huh and his colleagues from Hallym 
University and CrossRef (USA) made a great effort to 
introduce theoretical background on developing XML 
files, Journal Article Tag Set 1.0 (JATS XML), XSL, CSS, 
and HTML. The workshop was useful for gaining practical 
skills. All participants had a unique opportunity to convert 
files into different computer languages with the assistance 
of the workshop organizers. The following new possibilities 
were also presented: application of ORCID (scientists’ 
personal digital identification number); basics and practical 
application of CrossRef XML, CrossMark, and FundRef 
(by Rachael Lammey, CrossRef, UK); and the use of QR 
codes for efficient distribution of information (by Jea-Hwa 
Chang, InfoLumi, Korea). All participants of the workshop 
were pleased to succeed in developing advanced IT files 
for articles in their own journals. Thanks to Prof Huh and 
his team we now understand how IT works for scholarly 
journals. 

The official opening of the conference was marked by a 
series of welcome talks by Joan Marsh, President of EASE; 
Ana Marušić, host at the Split University School of Medicine; 
Branka Ramljak, Vice Rector of University of Split; and Janoš 
Terzić, Vice Dean of Science of the Split School of Medicine. 
All participants were entertained by a musical performance 
of the Split Physicians’ Choir and two soloists, Šime Mihatov 
and Roderick Hunt. That was a pleasant surprise and an 
excellent introduction to the well-organized conference.

The first plenary lecture was delivered by Nobel Prize 
laureate, Prof Sir Tim Hunt (UK), who reflected on what 
constitutes science and on complexities of its definitions. 
The lecture was followed by an evening reception at 
Split Mestrovic Gallery with cocktails and local folklore 
entertainment.

The second day of the conference started with a plenary 
lecture on inter/multi/trans-disciplinarity by Milena 
Žic-Fuchs, University of Zagreb. She introduced the EU 

Framework Programme for Research and Innovation, 
HORIZON 2020, and addressed the key question that 
arises from the inter/multi/trans-disciplinarity in scholarly 
publishing. The plenary lecture was followed by two 
parallel sessions. The social media session, moderated by 
Alun Salt, University of Leicester, UK, presented ways for 
expanding journal visibility beyond traditional channels. 
He emphasized the importance of social networking 
and promoting discussions. The session on quality in 
biomedical translations, moderated by Mary Ellen Kerans, 
Mediterranean Editors and Translators (MET) Council, 
Spain, introduced the updated version of the EASE 
Guidelines for Authors and Translators. Other presenters 
at this session reflected on the complexity of large-scale 
translations and the role of professional translators in the 
biomedical science publishing.

A plenary lecture on the efficiency of peer review 
by Elizabeth Wager, ex chair of the Committee on 
Publication Ethics (COPE), explored the evolution of 
scientific publication, which has not been accompanied by 
improvements in peer review. Peer review has not changed 
much over the past centuries and journal editors have to 
clearly understand what they expect from the process and 
to take advantage of new technologies for research.

The afternoon session on publication ethics was 
moderated by leading experts from COPE: Irene Hames 
(UK), Mirjam Curno (Switzerland), André van Steirteghem 
(Belgium), and Elizabeth Wager (UK). Four parallel groups 
were organized to allow each attendee to discuss specific 
cases from the COPE database. The cases covered a variety 
of scenarios in scientific misconduct and participants 
discussed these cases thoroughly. Irene Hames introduced 
the new COPE Case Taxonomy for improving the 
classification and discussion of COPE cases in the database. 
Launched earlier this year, the new taxonomy includes 18 
classification categories and 100 keywords to illustrate the 
expanding complexity of the cases. This eventful day ended 
at the conference dinner, where informal discussion showed 
that the world of science editing is inexhaustible.

The next day (15 June) started with a session on 
publication metrics, moderated by Paola de Castro from 
Istituto Superiore di Sanita, Rome, Italy. Interest towards 
these metrics is growing in the scientific community. 
The use of journal impact metrics has to be appropriate 
to avoid any abuse. Arjan Polderman, Pharmaceutisch 
Weekblad, Netherlands, talked about the Declaration 
on Research Assessment (DORA), which was issued in 
December 2012 and was signed by EASE. DORA is aimed 
at avoiding inappropriate use of journal metrics as a means 
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of assessing individuals’ research performance. Remedios 
Melero, Spanish National Research Council, introduced 
Altmetrics as an additional and individual quality 
measure, which combines traditional science metrics with 
online discussions on social networks. Laurence Mabile, 
Université Toulouse III – Paul Sabatier, France, presented 
The Bioresource Research Impact Factor (BRIF) project for 
standardization of biobank-based research.

The last session of the day was moderated by Ana 
Marušić. The session was about the importance of editorial 
research and editorial collaborations. Leading experts 
from the Asociación Mexicana de Editores de Revistas 
Biomédicas (AMERBAC), COPE, International Association 
of Veterinary Editors (IAVE), and MET took part in the 
session. Participants discussed issues on evidence-based 
editorial practice and promotion of research integrity.

 A brief presentation of the EASE Gender Policy 
Committee on the sex/gender policies in research reporting 
and journal management preceded the final plenary 
lecture. The Committee Chair, Shirin Heidari, Journal of the 
International AIDS Society, stressed that gender inequality 
in scientific and editorial community still exists. She also 
presented Common Standards for the implementation of 
gender policies in journals.

Doug Altman, Centre for Statistics in Medicine, Oxford, 
UK, delivered the last, but not least, important lecture of 

the conference. He talked about the research reporting 
guidelines developed by the EQUATOR Network. Prof 
Altman presented the results of non-compliance with 
the guidelines in scientific publications, which has an 
adverse impact on the evidence base in healthcare. The 
implementation of the guidelines requires the efforts of 
the whole scientific community. The EQUATOR Network 
promotes transparency in research reporting and enhances 
the quality of scholarly publications. 

Joan Marsh closed the conference and awarded the best 
poster presenters, Geum-Hee Jeong and Sun Huh, from 
Hallym University, Korea. The conference uncovered the 
complexity of science editing in elegantly presented lectures 
and informal discussions. Many questions have been 
answered, but many more have arisen. The announcement 
of the next EASE conference that will be held in Strasbourg 
in 2016 promises many more questions and answers.

Vesna Šupak Smolčić
Research Integrity Editor, Biochemia Medica;

Department of Laboratory Diagnostics, Clinical Hospital 
Centre, Rijeka, Croatia;

Department of Medical Informatics, University of Rijeka 
School of Medicine;

vesnasupak@gmail.com

and Tom Babor, has worked very hard to produce a draft 
Common Standard for Sex and Gender Policies in Scientific 
Reporting and Editorial Management, which has been 
circulated for expert consultation. 

Our collaboration with sTANDEM (Standardising English 
for Medical Purposes) has continued, with EASE disseminating 
the results of their work in ESE and at conferences.

Paola de Castro, Reme Meleros and Sylwia Ufnalska have 
represented EASE on training events in Italy, Spain and 
Poland: some in association with John Wiley & Sons.  Joan 
Marsh gave a workshop on editing in Seoul at the invitation 
of Sun Huh and the Korean Council of Science Editors.  Izet 
Masic has continued to promote EASE at workshops and 
through medical informatics journals.

Pippa Smart has joined Council as a full member.  
The Treasurer, Rod Hunt, reported that EASE had made 

a small loss in 2013, partly because income received for 
specific projects in previous years had now been spent on 
relevant activities. Membership numbers continue to fall and 
EASE is becoming reliant on other sources of income, such 
as conferences, to supplement subscriptions.  

Rod Hunt presented the proposed changes to the 
EASE Statutes and Bye-laws that had been circulated to 
the membership by email.  Each change was accepted by 
majority vote.  The aim of the changes was to simplify the 
administration of the Association, allowing more flexibility 
in the holding of offices such as Secretary and Treasurer.

Joan Marsh
EASE President

The Annual General Meeting of the Company was held on 
13th June at the University School of Medicine, Split, Croatia, 
attended by 22 members and 14 non-members.

The President reported on activities since the previous AGM 
in September 2013, starting with the successful joint conference 
organized with the International Society for Managing and 
Technical Editors in Blankenberge, Belgium. The first day 
was a pure ISMTE event, with EASE contributing only to the 
second day, but most of the 89 delegates attended both. EASE is 
grateful to Chris Sterken for recommending the Hotel Aazaert 
and making all the local arrangements, to his wife, Lieve, for 
helping with general administration at the event and to Tina 
Wheeler for taking on the extra secretarial work. 

European Science Editing continues under the guidance of 
the Editor, Armen Gasparyan, who has increased the visibility 
of the journal by getting it indexed in many databases. The 
journal is being evaluated for indexing in Social Science 
Citation Index and other Thomson Reuters databases. An 
exciting new development is that Dra. María del Carmen 
Ruíz Alcocer from the Asociación Mexicana de Editores 
de Revistas Biomédicas (AMERBAC) is providing Spanish 
translations of abstracts of original papers and essays, which 
are freely available on the journal website.

The Science Editor’s Handbook Second Edition was 
launched at the Blankenberge conference and well received.  
EASE appreciates the contributions of all the authors and 
editors but particularly Pippa Smart, whose enthusiasm and 
organizational skills brought the project to fruition.  As a new 
initiative, working with Sun Huh, we licensed the content 
to the Korean Council of Science Editors to print locally in 
Korea for use in training courses there.

Sylwia Ufnalska has continued to develop the EASE 
Guidelines for Authors and Translators, producing additional 
material and annual updates. These are available in 22 
languages and have been reproduced in several journals.   
The EASE Author Toolkit is proving to be one of the main 
attractions on the EASE website. It provides resources for 
authors and for editors working with authors. The aim is 
to link to existing resources where possible rather than to 
recreate materials.  

The website has a new manager, Elaine Seery from France,  
who started in September 2013.  Elaine manages the general 
site, while Silvia Maina continues to load the journal content.  
Website traffic is increasing, in terms of both the number of 
users and the number of visits. Our Twitter account is run 
by Jemma Lough and has 443 followers. Cristina Vasiliu 
is in charge of the EASE Facebook group, which has 200 
members. Joan Marsh manages the LinkedIn group, which 
has 524 members. 

Regional Chapters have been established in Russia, led by 
Sergey Gorin, in Croatia, led by Ana Marusic, and in Mexico, 
through AMERBAC. Each chapter has  its own page on the 
EASE website to present information on local activities, training 
and funding opportunities, but is financially self-supporting. 

The Gender Policy Committee, led by Shirin Heidari 

EASE Annual General Meeting
13 June 2014, Split, Croatia

Call for Nominations to EASE Council

Your Association needs you!

Nominations are required for the next EASE Council,
to serve 2015–2018

Council meets in person once per year, for which travel and 
accommodation costs are reimbursed. Additional meetings 
are held by phone conference. These are unpaid positions. 
Anyone interested should contact secretary@ease.org.uk: 
more information can be provided.

Editor for European Science Editing

The position of editor will be open from January 2015 
for a term of three years. The editor is responsible for the 
management of European Science Editing and the editorial 
board. The board meets in person once per year, for which 
travel and accommodation costs are reimbursed. Additional 
meetings are held by phone conference. The editor attends 
meetings of the Council ex officio. There is an honorarium for 
this position: details and a job description are available on 
request from secretary@ease.org.uk.

Editorial team of Biochemia Medica at the welcome reception of the EASE 2014 conference 

Watch the opening ceremony: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wfga8mFgug
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Along with the fruitful and interesting sessions of the 
EASE Split Conference last June, the one on publication 
metrics, coordinated by Paola De Castro, has put together 
experiences and knowledge from science editors working 
in different European and non-European countries. Editors 
are part of an evolving community that cares about the topic 
of publication metrics, and the new challenges posed by 
the new alternative assessment metrics, called “altmetrics”, 
provided hints for an interesting debate, which made this 
session lively and stimulating

Metrics have always been an essential part of academic 
writing and publishing. They have a strong influence on 
science communication and directly affect the different 
actors of the process (mainly authors, readers, funding 
agencies, and institutions). More recently, in the era of 
digital sources, traditional metrics have been supplemented 
by altmetrics to better assess the influence of online journal 
articles and the impact of new forms of scholarly outputs. 
Altmetrics embrace social media and other possible signals 
of potential impact, such as, how many persons read an 
article online (page views), article downloads, web links, 
research highlights, Twitter counts, Facebook posts, blogs, 
mainstream media and forums. Unlike citation metrics, 
altmetrics track the impact of a new journal article being 
accessed and talked about, not just cited, also taking into 
account influential but uncited work, and work from 
sources that are not peer reviewed.

From the presentations at the session and the stimulating 
discussion that arose on them, some important issues were 
considered as essential when discussing the importance of 
publication metrics: to create awareness on the different 
types of metrics, develop strategies to increase trust in 
editorial work, identify the many stakeholders involved and 
raise their awareness on the issue of publication quality and 
integrity, promote the use of persistent identifiers (such as 
the DOI) in scholarly communications, and identify best 
practices.

Arjan Polderman (Pharmaceutisch Weekblad, the 
Netherlands and former President of EASE) and Chris 
Sterken (The Journal of Astronomical Data, University of 
Brussels) described EASE studies and activities to reach 
a consensus on publication metrics also in relation with 
the San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment 
(so-called DORA Declaration, http://am.ascb.org/dora/). 
In 2000, the 7th EASE conference devoted three workshops 
and the closing plenary session to the use and misuse of 
the Journal Impact Factor, and it was suggested that EASE 
should take action to discourage improper use. Further 
steps resulted in the publication of an EASE Statement on 
inappropriate use of impact factors in November 2007. This 
Statement met with a lot of sympathy and some scientific 
societies endorsed it, but the impact was low. In December 
2012, at the Annual Meeting of The American Society 
for Cell Biology in San Francisco, a group of editors and 
publishers decided to issue DORA – a worldwide initiative 

covering all disciplines, including a set of recommendations 
to improve the ways in which the output of scientific research 
is evaluated by funding agencies, academic institutions, and 
other parties. In its 18 recommendations, DORA addresses 
funding agencies, institutions, publishers, organizations 
that supply metrics, and researchers.

EASE supported the initiative as DORA has the same 
purpose as the EASE Statement: eliminating journal-based 
metrics as a tool in the assessment of research quality and 
consequently in career and funding considerations. 

Remedios Melero (Spanish National Research 
Council, Valencia, Spain) described the passage from the 
Gutenberg to the post-Gutenberg era, from print to the 
digital age, from bibliometrics to altmetrics/cybermetrics/
webometrics. Recent advances in technology, media, and 
ways of scholarly communication have made it possible to 
trace the impact of an individual article that is published 
digitally.  She explained what altmetrics are: they combine 
data from traditional science dissemination channels  
and citation counts with other data collected from places 
where scientists, students, policy-makers, and  members 
of the public, talk about science online  for example, blogs, 
Twitter, Facebook, Google+, or scholarly networks such 
as ResearchGate or Academia.edu.  Altmetrics expand the 
meaning of impact, well beyond citations. Being article-
level metrics, they aggregate a variety of data that all 
together quantifies the impact of an article in terms of social 
immediacy and visibility: an article becomes a complex 
digital object that can be deconstructed into its constituent 
parts, and can be traced and followed (datasets, audio, 
video, and supplementary material). These metrics are both 
more granular and immediate than the traditional models. 
Among others, she gave examples from the Public Library 
of Science, Almetric.com, ImpactStory, and ReaderMeter 
to illustrate how these new metrics are applied to scientific 
publications and their components.

In her presentation, Magda Luz Atrián Salazar 
(Asociación Mexicana de Editores de Revistas Biomédicas, 
AMERBAC – Mexican Association of Biomedical 
Journal Editors) reported on a very interesting theme—
the obsolescence of information—starting from a study 
aimed to determine the loss of usefulness in information 
published in three Mexican public health journals during 
a 6-year period (2008–2013). Obsolescence is the general 
decline over time in the validity or utility of information. 
Nowadays, the rapid growth of information is reducing 
the usefulness of the scientific literature and this trend 
represents a constant noise in scientific communication. 
Methods used for studying obsolescence include usage 
data and citation data, that are measured in multi-
synchronous studies from the time the references are used 
in articles published in scientific journals. She presented 
measurements concerning aging factors, the loss of annual 
usefulness, the average life span, and the current level of 
the journals. The results of the study showed that each year 
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the usefulness of the information reported by the journals 
studied is reduced to 90% of that in the previous year. The 
Mexican delegation was warmly welcome in this session, 
also in consideration of the newly established collaboration 
between EASE and AMERBAC.

Laurence Mabile (Inserm, Université Toulouse III–
Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, France) delivered an interesting 
presentation on the Bioresource Research Impact Factor 
(BRIF) initiative. This ongoing international initiative aims 
to create suitable tools to recognize and measure the use and 
impact of biological resources in scientific/academic work, 
in order to maximize access by researchers to collections of 
biological materials and attached databases, and to recognize 
efforts involved in their maintenance. The ultimate goal is 
the adoption of a biobank unique identifier for easy and 
reliable retrieval of biobank-based research.  As a member 
of the BRIF and “Journal editors” subgroup, she described 
the activities carried on by this subgroup, involving  both 
researchers and science editors, to foster the definition of 
a standardized citation format for bioresources in journal 
articles. She underlined that EASE actively participated in 
many of the subgroup initiatives. As a first result, a sentence 
on bioresources was included in the Methods section of the 
EASE Guidelines for Authors and Translators of Scientific 

Articles to be published in English. Then, in June 2013, a 
meeting was organized in Rome: science journal editors 
(including some EASE members) and other editorial 
professionals discussed the best strategies to promote a 
standardized bioresource citation. She also distributed a 
brief questionnaire to all the participants in the session to 
learn their opinions on this last topic, and possibly involve 
them in the future activities of the BRIF.

From the presentations and suggestions coming from the 
debate it is evident that there is not yet a culture of citation 
around the new forms of scholarly outputs, and that efforts 
should be made to better understand the value and use of 
altmetrics. Ways to measure the impact of articles through 
the new social networking tools may represent a future 
concern of the editorial community, and EASE is open to 
further investigating these new trends. 

Anna Maria Rossi  
Publishing Unit, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Rome

annamaria.rossi@iss.it

Paola de Castro
Publishing Unit, Istituto Superiore di Sanità, Rome

paola.decastro@iss.it

Reporting what was done and what was found
A report of sessions held at the EASE conference, 13–15 June 2014, Split, Croatia

At this year’s EASE conference in Split, Croatia, a session 
entitled ‘Reporting guidelines: a tool to increase the quality 
of health research published in your journal’ featured 
presentations from Professor Doug Altman (Centre for 
Statistics in Medicine, University of Oxford, and EQUATOR 
Network, UK), Iveta Simera (EQUATOR Network, 
UK), and Jason Roberts (Managing Editor, Headache, 
USA), exploring the need for, and the development and 
implementation of reporting guidelines. This was followed 
by a plenary talk by Professor Altman, who explored further 
the reasons behind poor reporting and the role of editors 
and others in changing the situation.

What are reporting guidelines?
Reporting guidelines specify a minimum set of items 
required for a clear and transparent account of what was 
done and what was found. As Altman said, it is a simple 
concept “but people still don’t get it”.

Why are reporting guidelines needed?
Altman explained how failing to report findings is 
irresponsible and, at least in health care, has serious 
consequences. The research article is the end product of 
one process, but it is the starting point for other processes: 
informing new research; providing data for systematic 
reviews; and informing policies and practice guidelines. 
Reports should therefore contain enough data for readers 
(of all sorts) to fully evaluate and assess their reliability 

and relevance. The goal is transparency: reports should 
not mislead and should allow replication (in theory). They 
also need to be fit for inclusion in systematic reviews and 
meta-analyses.

Substandard reporting comes in many forms. Altman 
described six types: (i) non-reporting (or delayed 
reporting); (ii) misrepresentation of study design; (iii) 
selective reporting (eg not all outcomes reported, selective 
analyses); (iv) incomplete publication; (v) misleading 
interpretation; and (vi) inconsistencies between sources (eg 
protocol compared with registry).

Altman referred to the many published studies showing 
that key elements of methods and findings are commonly 
missing from journal articles or where  evidence exists of 
spin (usually negative results described as positive). The 
problem is widespread and large scale.

Maximising the value of research
If the research goal is to generate new knowledge, and this 
is communicated via journal articles, reports must be fit 
for multiple readers with multiple purposes. Altman noted 
that authors need to be aware of their ethical and moral 
responsibilities in this regard, and of the need for honesty 
and transparency, but acknowledged that authors may not 
be taught well how to do research and write manuscripts. 
Peer reviewers do pick up some problems and authors 
fix them, but most reporting problems are missed at peer 
review.
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The first and best known set of reporting guidelines was 
CONSORT (www.consort-statement.org), for randomised 
controlled trials, with its now familiar flow diagram. 
Its success was due to a focus on reporting rather than 
conduct, as well as its multidisciplinary approach, support 
from high-profile publications, and a lack of competition. 
Many CONSORT extensions have been developed, and 
CONSORT has inspired other guidelines, but their impact 
has often been limited by poor adherence.

Many journals have endorsed CONSORT and other 
reporting guidelines, but adherence is more complex, with 
a lack of incentives. Altman noted that career incentives are 
not helping, with explicit linkage of careers to publication 
and perceptions about negative findings. Meta-analysis can 
highlight excluded studies, but that’s too late in the process.

How can EQUATOR help?
Iveta Simera explained how the EQUATOR network (www.
equator-network.org) was set up to make sense of reporting 
guidelines. When it was set up in 2006 there were about 50 
guidelines, and there are now more than 200. Guidelines 
can be classified by the study type (eg CONSORT for 
randomised controlled trials; STROBE for observational 
studies; CARE for case studies; COREQ for qualitative 
studies; PRISMA and ENTREQ for systematic reviews; 
TRIPOD for prognostic studies; STARD for diagnostic 
studies). There is also more specific guidance (eg SPIRIT for 
protocols) and the many extensions to CONSORT (eg for 
abstracts and harms). There are also some content-specific 
guidelines; speciality journals have a  key role to play in 
supporting these. As well as a guidance library, EQUATOR 
also maintains a list of toolkits for editors at www.equator-
network.org/toolkits/editors.

How to implement reporting guidelines
Jason Roberts discussed his experience of implementing 
reporting guidelines at his journal Headache. He advised 
that simply adding a policy on adherence to reporting 
guidelines to a journal’s instructions for authors would be 
unlikely to have any impact, and he went on to list the steps 
a journal could take to raise awareness, overcome resistance, 
and ultimately increase adherence.

The first stage is to work with authors and others to 
identify the scale and nature of reporting problems and 
any barriers to overcoming them. Then, gain support from 
editors, board members and ‘champions’ to help change 
policy. Once you’ve identified the appropriate reporting 
guidelines from the EQUATOR website, you need to 
decide on a level of enforcement (mandatory or strongly 
recommended) and timing (phased or one-off). The final 
steps are to write a proposal, gain approval, and prepare 
for launch (update instructions and guidelines, write an 
editorial, and ensure systems and processes are configured). 
After launch, you need to keep reminding people and 
measure the impact.

Improving adherence
In his plenary presentation, Altman shared a quote from 
Frank Davidoff, ex-editor of Annals of Internal Medicine: 
“Accurate and transparent reporting is like turning on 
the light before you clean up a room: it doesn’t clean it 
for you but does tell you where the problems are” Recent 
research shows that the problem of poor reporting remains 
widespread, despite increased awareness of reporting 
guidelines and the involvement of peer review and editorial 
scrutiny. In medical research, a further problem involves 
discrepancies between the trial registry, the protocol, and 
the report.

Endorsement of guidelines by journals is associated with 
better reporting but completeness of reporting remains 
suboptimal, resulting in seriously inadequate research 
reports and slow improvement in reporting. Adherence is 
poor even in endorsing journals. Altman urged a shared 
approach to the problem, quoting the PLOS Medicine 
editors: “it is the responsibility of everyone involved 
to ensure that the published record is an unbiased and 
accurate representation of the research.” This collaboration 
could involve scientists, organisations, funders, regulators, 
journals, editors, peer reviewers, institutions, and others. 
While there is work towards agreement, it’s too slow. 
Altman identified five ways to get things moving faster: 
clearly defined policies and expectations, provision of tools, 
education and training, incentives and motivation, and the 
application of checks.

What should editors do?
Altman advised editors to be aware of the needs of readers, 
require authors to follow reporting guidelines, train peer-
reviewers, and support the registration of studies and 
the publication of protocols. He also urged journals to 
collaborate in setting out requirements for reporting, noting 
that in general this doesn’t happen. An exception is a recent 
collaboration between a group of rehabilitation journals, 
which now all have exactly the same policies.

Looking beyond health care
The principles of good reporting apply to all subjects. Altman 
noted that the CONSORT guidelines were cited in journals 
across a range of disciplines, even business economics. Other 
fields are adopting reporting guidelines, especially the ‘omics’ 
disciplines, psychology, veterinary science, animal research, 
forensic science, and software engineering, 

To sum up, it’s worth repeating Professor Altman’s 
central message: all research reports in all disciplines should 
present sufficient information to allow full evaluation of the 
represented data and further use of these findings. Good 
reporting is an essential part of doing good research.

John Hilton
Cochrane Editorial Unit

Cochrane Collaboration, London, UK   
jhilton@cochrane.org

The 36th Annual Meeting of the Society for Scholarly 
Publishing took place from the 28th to the 30th of May this 
year in Boston. The theme of the meeting was “Who’s at 
Stake and What’s at Stake? Looking Outward at the 
Future of Scholarly Publishing” and the major focal 
point was innovation in scholarly publishing from the 
perspective of publishers, librarians, researchers, and most 
importantly the audience. The keynote and session speakers 
had diverse backgrounds ranging from public science 
and humanities projects to scientific research and trade 
publishing, and each of them introduced a new perspective 
on how scholarly publishing can change to cater better to its 
increasingly diverse audience.

The conference was preceded by a series of pre-meeting 
seminars on a wide range of topics, such as open access 
mandates, globalization, technological developments in 
publication, publication strategies, and journal publishing.

In the opening keynote of the main conference, Rick 
Joyce, Chief Marketing Officer for Perseus Books Group set 
the tone for the talks that were to follow, by stressing that 
scholarly publishing ‘must’ be innovative because ‘we can’. 
He discussed how a combination of creativity and strategic 
thought are required to take scholarly publishing forward, 
and reiterated that it ‘does not necessarily take lots of cash’. 
Joyce went on to talk about how digitization has made 
products far more accessible to consumers, who in turn are 
more open to experimenting (with new media) than before. 
He then described the first ‘Publishing Hackathon’, where 
a group of individuals from various backgrounds gathered 
to pitch their ideas on innovation, and concluded that the 
best way forward for publishing businesses would require 
cooperation, collaboration, and experimentation.

The topic of experimentation was expanded on in 
the second keynote by Chris Lintott, Astronomer at the 
University of Oxford, co-presenter of BBC’s Sky at Night, and 
Citizen Science Project Lead at Adler Planetarium. Lintott 
introduced the concept of ‘citizen science’ to attract and 
engage wider audiences, and talked about Galaxy Zoo, and 
PlanetHunters— initiatives where non-expert internet users 
contributed to relatively complex science. In his talk filled 
with quotable quotes, like “…it’s not the universe that’s odd. 
It’s us”, Lintott outlined the advantages of involving internet 
users in labour-intensive scientific work (like classifying 
galaxies). He joked that “there’s no succeeding slowly on the 
internet”, and went on to say that citizen science initiatives 
would allow non-expert ‘science attentive’ enthusiasts all 
over the world to engage with science, and would probably 
increase the number of serendipitous discoveries made. He 
then spoke about ‘threshold fear’- the point beyond which 
non-experts are hesitant to venture, and suggested that 
involving and acknowledging them in scientific literature 

might be a way to overcome this. This concept tied into the 
question of how best to present scientific literature so that 
it is not intimidating or boring to a non-expert audience.

The concurrent sessions (far too many for one person to 
attend!) were classified into five ‘tracks’—Data, Innovation, 
Solutions, Stakeholder Perspectives, and Publishing 101—
and featured talks by experts from journal and trade 
publishing, scientific societies, and libraries. One of the 
sessions that I attended was titled ‘The Continuum from 
Publishers to Data Repositories: Models to Support Seamless 
Scholarship’, where the speakers (Chris Biemesderfer, 
American Astronomical Society; Laurie Goodman, 
GigaScience; Susanna-Assunta Sansone, Nature Publishing 
Group and Oxford University; Mercé Crosas, Harvard 
University; and Todd J. Vision, Dryad, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill) each talked about strategies and 
systems for data archiving and sharing, and how published 
data can be reused not only to verify results, but also to aid 
new scientific discoveries. I found GigaScience’s concept 
of assigning DOIs to data particularly interesting, and this 
would allowing researchers to access and cite data without 
having to search through the corresponding articles. 

The last keynote had an interesting format: Dan 
Cohen, Director of the Digital Public Library of America 
(DPLA), and Jill Cousins, Executive Director of the 
Europeana Foundation, did a relay presentation about 
their organizations and the cooperation between them. The 
focus was on collaboration and data flow to disseminate 
content from various sources through easy-to-use visual 
tools. Their points were illustrated by examples of how 
media from smaller societies could be digitized by a 
regional DPLA service hub or partner and appear on the 
DPLA’s main site, allowing the DPLA’s collection to have a 
local focus and international impact. The DPLA’s metadata 
application profile is a modified version of the Europeana 
Data Model, facilitating ‘communication’ between the two. 
Both speakers reiterated that effective collaboration is not 
merely technical, but should be social as well as political.

The closing plenary saw all the ‘chefs’ of Scholarly 
Kitchen present their views on the meeting. In summary, all 
the keynotes, and indeed the entire meeting had these two 
common threads: ‘innovation’ and ‘collaboration’—clearly 
the watchwords of the scholarly publishing community for 
the foreseeable future!

Devasena Kanthi
Centre of Excellence for Neuroscience and Neurology

Cactus Communications, Mumbai, India
devasena.kanthi@cactusglobal.com

Highlights of the 2014 Annual Meeting of the Society for Scholarly Publishing
28–30 May 2014, Boston, USA
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requirements for accessing the content. Currently, 
registrations from individuals are not accepted, and 
only universities, teaching hospitals, libraries, or non-
governmental organizations can have access. 

Another section describes how private publishers or 
institutions can support this initiative, mainly freely sharing 
their contents. Future goals include the engagement of new 
technology partners who can offer access to content via 
mobile devices and offline. Such services help to increase the 
recognition of Research4Life amongst researchers, editors, 
and librarians by effective marketing and promotion.

In addition to the programmes mentioned, Research4Life 
provides links to many other initiatives, which allow users 
from developing countries to access online journals free 
or at low-cost. For example, INASP (the International 
Network for the Availability of Scientific Publications) is 
of great interest not only to researchers, but also to editors 
and librarians, who can access training courses, such as an 
introduction to e-resource management or a workshop on 
e-journals and e-resources management for librarians.

Research4life aim is ambitious: “To improve the quality 
of research conducted in developing countries to help 
advance higher education, inform public policy decisions, 
and prepare tomorrow’s leader”. We hope that each of the 
Research4Life resources can be adequately supported by 
partners and funding agencies, so that it can realize its full 
potential.

Silvia Maina
Editamedsrl, Turin, Italy;

silma75@hotmail.com

In resource-poor settings of developing 
countries, where published data are 
often unavailable, “even a single article 
can change best medical practice on the 
ground”. This is what Dr Tim Meade 
says about HINARI, describing how free 
access to this database has allowed its 
group to improve paediatric HIV/AIDS 
clinical care in Zambia.

HINARI, the programme for Access 
to Research in Health (www.who.int/
hinari) managed by the World Health 
Organization, includes 13,000 journals 
(in 30 languages), up to 28,800 e-books, 
and up to 70 other information resources 
from 160 publishing partners. It also has 
a training section, where many resources 
are provided for users and institutions, 
and offers additional materials and 
links useful to authors and editors. For 
example, the HINARI Authorship Skills 
contains modules to assist authors with links to  materials 
on how to write and publish, intellectual propriety 
(including copyrights, authorship, and plagiarism), and 
web bibliography.

HINARI is just one of the programmes launched by 
Research4life, which enhances research by connecting 
academics, researchers, and policy makers in low- and 
middle-income countries. Overall, Research4life provides 
access to over 44,000 peer-reviewed international scientific 
journals, books, and databases, with resources available in 
several languages, which are searchable by keyword, subject 
category, author, and language. There are other related 
programmes:
•	 AGORA (Access to Global Online Research in Agriculture, 

www.aginternetwork.org), which accesses more than 
5,200 journals and 4,200 e-books in agriculture, 
fisheries, food, nutrition, veterinary science, biological, 
environmental, and social science.

•	 OARE (Online Access to Research in the Environment, 
www.oaresciences.org), with more than 5,500   journals 
and 14,000 e-books in a wide range of disciplines of the 
natural environment, from climatology to environmental 
biotechnology.

•	 ARDI (Access to Research for Development and 
Innovation, http://www.wipo.int/ardi), a programme 
aimed at promoting the integration of developing and 
less developed countries into the global knowledge 
economy.

A specific section of the website explains the criteria by 
which countries or institutions are eligible for Research4life 
free access and the FAQ section summarizes technical 

This site I like
Research4life: access to research in the developing world

http://www.research4life.org

Internal peer review
Bearing in mind that manuscripts are rejected based solely 
on internal review by editors, Marcin Kozak asked what 
editors thought about manuscripts’ being accepted based 
on review by (i) only the editor-in-chief or (ii) the editor-in-
chief and one or more editorial board members. Editors are, 
after all, peers, and he was thinking of a scenario where the 
journal had a large editorial board and the subject matter of 
the paper was within the editor’s/board member’s expertise. 
Any paper that was not, would have as before to be sent out 
for external review. The advantage of his proposal would be 
quicker decisions and less reliance on external reviewers, 
who are often difficult to recruit. 

Marcin’s proposal did not find favour with Andrew 
Davis, who argued that whereas the decision of whether 
to accept a manuscript is the editor’s alone, the purpose 
of reviewing is to identify the best manuscripts; an editor 
needs reviewers to provide the detailed knowledge to select 
the best papers and to provide an independent view. Eric 
Lichtfouse, Marge Berer and Chris Sterken held similar 
views. At Ivana Štětinová’s journal, Photosynthetica, all 
papers were reviewed up to 2009 by two members of the 
editorial board. The disadvantages had been that reviewers 
became overloaded with papers to review and overstretched 
in terms of expertise. The journal now has a number of 
associate editors who select reviewers.

Andrew wondered if reviewers were harder to find for 
some subjects than for others as, in his experience, reviewers 
were not hard to find in entomology and ecology journals. 
Marcin believed that over the past few years it had become 
increasing difficult to recruit reviewers for agriculture, 
biology and statistics journals. He had also suffered long 
delays as an author because the editor had been unable to 
find reviewers for his manuscripts. Helle Goldman estimated 
that about half of the reviewers Polar Research invites to 
review did not answer, despite the care taken to personalise 
invitation letters and follow up requests. Sometimes 15 
or 20 reviewers needed to be invited before one agreed to 
review. Nevertheless, unless the paper is an opinion piece 
or guest editorial, Helle would always want to have at least 
one external reviewer before acceptance. Aleksandra was 
curious to know how journals dealt with surplus reviewers, 
a situation that can arise when invitations are sent to several 
reviewers and more than two accept the invitation. Helle 
took the point and gave an example of a reviewer who had 
been annoyed upon receiving five reviews of the article he or 
she had reviewed. The reviewer thought getting more than 
two or three reviewers to assess an article was a waste of 
reviewers’ time: http://scatter.wordpress.com/2013/07/23/
too-many-reviewers/. Helle therefore invites two or three 

reviewers at a time and only extends invitations to others 
after receiving a refusal or no answer after a couple of weeks. 

Concerns were also raised during the discussion about 
the length of time between submission and publication. 
Whereas some discussants thought authors should be 
prepared to wait for an orderly review, Marcin pointed out 
that in statistics, receiving no response from an editor for 
100 days was normal. One editor had first contacted him 
200 days after submission to ask him to suggest reviewers. 
He advised colleagues to be patient for 6 months after 
submission, but waiting 2-3 years for a paper to be published 
was certainly not acceptable. Angela Turner agreed and 
added that she had also found specialists in statistics 
and maths to be slow at reviewing. Her journal, Animal 
Behaviour, has an average submission-to-decision time of 
33 days. It has a board of consulting reviewers who have no 
duties other than to review papers and have agreed to do 
so within a week. They are asked to review when the editor 
has problems finding other reviewers. The editorial office 
sends regular reports of how long they take to review to the 
editor who will then ask anyone who consistently fails to 
review in time to resign. Angela added that authors can also 
choose to which journals to submit, and it is in the journal’s 
interest to maintain a reputation for reviewing quickly to 
attract good papers. If there are delays with difficult papers 
authors should be kept well informed.

Karen Shashok, like Marcin, saw no reason why an editor 
or board member who had the requisite expertise could 
not be considered a peer and therefore a reviewer. Being 
a board member should not make a person ineligible for 
peer review.  She felt, however, that journals should make 
authors aware of their reviewing policies and in the interests 
of transparency authors should be told if the paper has been 
reviewed by an editor or board member, especially if a 
reviewer’s conflict of interest or bias are concerns.  

Reviewer fatigue
There was another discussion started by Helle who asked 
if other editors were experiencing problems finding 
reviewers. Eric said that his journal was and he thought 
that the paradox of authors wanting their papers published 
quickly but being unprepared to spend time reviewing 
might be because paper evaluation is not taken into account 
in scientists’ promotions. The exceptions to reviewer 
reluctance that he had seen were when the paper was short, 
concise and of high quality, and when the journal had a 
high impact factor (IF). He quoted one reviewer as saying 
“I do not evaluate papers for IF lower than 3”. Marge also 
had problems recruiting reviewers. She saw this as a sign of 
people’s being overloaded. Life is generally getting harder, 
and more and more papers are being published.

Moratoriums on submissions
Helle asked whether anyone had heard of a scientific journal 
placing a moratorium on submissions to enable the editors 
and other staff to work through a backlog of manuscripts. 
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Some members of the forum said that they had, including 
Andrew who thought it was a sign of bad organisation; 
journals usually manipulated their rejection rate to avoid 
backlogs.

Paul’s copyediting macros
Paul Beverly is a credit to the EASE forum. He has put 
together a book on macros that are useful for copyediting and 
proofreading (see http://blog.sfep.org.uk/), which is available 
to download free of charge at http://www.archivepub.co.uk/
TheBook. He has also written a chapter for the EASE Science 
Editor’s Handbook explaining his macros titled ‘Increasing 
your editing efficiency by using macros’ (http://www.ease.
org.uk/publications/science-editors-handbook). Paul keeps 
the forum updated on macros that are new in the book or have 
had significant improvements made to them. This quarter’s 
postings have included, ‘My citation checking system is 
still nowhere near as powerful as Paul Sensecall’s Reference 
Checker, but it’s quite a bit better than it was, producing far 
fewer false positives’ (Macro: CitationListChecker) and ‘If 
you’re fed up with Word’s Symbol font, I have now developed 
a macro that strips through a Word file, replacing every single 

Symbol font character by its unicode equivalent.’ (Macro: 
SymbolToUnicode). He has also radically looked at his spell-
checking macros, SpellAlyse, SpellAutoCorrect etc., and 
replaced them with: SpellingToolkit and ProperNounAlyse; 
the former offers a range of spelling speed-ups for the 
different ways you might want to work, and the latter alerts 
you to all sorts of spelling variations in proper nouns. Other 
macros include ones that launch words/phrases from Word 
into Google and OUP’s dictionary, ones that launch text 
into Google Translate and thesaurus.com and dictionary.
com, and one that checks and corrects the formatting of the 
names, initials and dates of the references in either Harvard 
or Vancouver reference lists (Macros: GoogleTranslate, 
ThesaurusFetch, DictionaryFetch, AuthorDateFormatter). 

Elise Langdon-Neuner (compiler)
a.a.neuner@gmail.com

Discussion initiators
 
Marcin Kozak: nyggus@gmail.com
Helle Goldman: goldman@npolar.no I started working as an author’s editor in 2006, with Editage, 

Cactus Communications, a company that provides language 
editing and publication support services to authors and 
journals. After a rigorous induction programme at Editage, 
I began to edit biomedical manuscripts. Each manuscript 
offered me a unique opportunity to learn something new 
about science and language, and I thrived on the constant 
development my work afforded me. Working with authors 
was also very rewarding as it gave me deep insight into how 
non-native-English-speaking authors involved in ground-
breaking research studies struggle to communicate their 
results to the global scientific community. It made me feel 
both proud and humbled to think that, by helping such 
authors get their work published in international journals, 
I could be contributing in a small way to the progress of 
science. Over my tenure of almost eight years at Editage, 
I have been responsible for editorial training, manuscript 
quality assessment, editorial research and publications, and 
author education. During my stint as a trainer, where I was 
responsible for initiating junior editors and educating them 
about the publication process, I realized that to achieve 
high-quality publications, editors need to understand the 
authors’ specific requirements and authors in turn need to 
be educated about good publication practice. 

This understanding prompted me to delve deeper into 
author education and lead new initiatives towards this end 
at Editage. I am currently the Editor-in-Chief of Editage 
Insights (www.editage.com/insights), our comprehensive 
learning and discussion platform for authors and editors. 
Editage Insights is available in English, Simplified Chinese, 
Japanese, and Korean, and its primary objective is to 
educate authors, keep them abreast of new developments in 

scholarly publishing, and help them connect with journal 
editors and other experts in the publishing industry. I also 
lead the Scholarly Communications team at Editage, whose 
primary objective is to understand new developments in the 
academic publishing industry; engage in discussion with 
pioneers in the field; and share research findings through 
posters, conference presentations, and journal papers. 

As a researcher, I have explored challenges authors 
face in the publication process and how journal editors 
perceive these challenges. I have looked into how journal 
instructions for authors can be made clearer and easier for 
authors to follow. I have also studied new models of editing 
and how author’s editors might be able to expedite peer 
review by fixing some critical issues before submission.

Since my research relates to scholarly publishing, I have 
published papers in industry journals such as Learned 
Publishing and Science Editor (details on my ORCID 
profile). I have also published a couple of meeting reports 
in European Science Editing and presented posters at 
annual meetings of the Council of Science Editors and the 
European Association of Science Editors (EASE). 

Journals like European Science Editing and Learned 
Publishing offer a treasure trove of information relevant to 
academic publishing and help readers get a consolidated 
perspective on urgent issues in the field, such as open 
access and peer review. My papers are read by other editors 
and members of societies related to academic publishing. I 
believe society journals and academic meetings are the best 
way to share knowledge, opinions, and research findings 
with like-minded professionals. At the EASE meeting 
in Split in June 2014, I presented a talk at the session on 
professional development for editors and a poster on author 
education strategies. 

Apart from these channels, the platform I manage, Editage 
Insights, is a useful resource for journal editors, allowing 
them to connect with authors and engage in discussion with 
other editors about various new developments in academic 
publishing. Editors are welcome to contribute articles as 
guest authors or provide interviews on Editage Insights to 
share their knowledge and experience with authors and 
other editors. I believe that, through platforms such as 
these, editors can benefit tremendously from exchange of 
information with authors and other editors.

I always advise editors to keep the author at the centre 
of everything they do. Whatever frustrations editors may 
encounter, they should bear in mind that the road has been 
a lot more arduous for their authors. 

Editors, engage your authors and build strong 
relationships with them! This will help make an already 
great job even more enjoyable and satisfying.

My life as an editor  - Clarinda Cerejo

Photos from Split

Clockwise: the team from The Lancet; a spot of tidal advertising; conference delegates before dinner
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News notes

News Notes are compiled by John 
Hilton (hilton.john@gmail.com) 

Some of these items are taken 
from the EASE Journal Blog 
(http://esebookshelf.blogspot.
com) where full URLs may be 
found

CASE launched
The Council of Asian Science Editors 
(www.asianeditor.org) was launched in 
July, during the Asian Science Editors’ 
Conference and Workshop in Seoul, 
Korea. Emeritus Professor Jong Kyu 
Ha (Seoul National Unversity, Korea) 
was elected as the first president, 
and Professor Hyungsun Kim (Inha 
University, Korea) is the Secretary-
General. Science Editing is now the official 
journal of CASE (escienceediting.org). 
Inaugural members are 137 editors from 
21 countries. CASE aims to improve the 
quality of science journals published in 
Asia by consulting regulations on the 
editing and sharing of information.

Editors clash with publisher
The editorial board of the journal 
Prometheus: Critical Studies in 
Innovation (www.tandfonline.com/
cpro20) threatened to resign after its 
publisher, Taylor & Francis, intervened 
in the publication of an article 
(2013;31:229-239) that was critical of 
publishing industry practices. There 
was a long stand-off while the author 
and editor argued with the publisher 
about its requirement for large cuts 
to the article. The delay prompted the 
editorial board to publically threaten 
mass resignation, and the publisher 
eventually allowed publication with 
minor edits.

Clarity on authorship
Debate on authorship never goes 
away, and attempts to pin down ‘who 
did what?’ or ‘who is responsible for 
what?’ have been partially successful. 
The latest attempt to bring clarity 
comes from a team of researchers from 
Harvard University and the Wellcome 
Trust. They have developed a 14-point 
taxonomy that enables authors to 

define their contributions precisely 
and after gaining broad approval 
from 230 surveyed authors, the team 
hope to develop the taxonomy further 
in collaboration with standards 
groups. You can read more in Nature 
(2014;508:312).

The 1% of scientific publishing
A recent paper by John Ioannidis 
and colleagues in PLOS One 
(2014;9:e101698) claims that only 1% 
of scientists publish a paper every 
year. At the other end of the scale, 
about 3300 scientists publish ten or 
more papers a year. In a commentary 
in Science Insider (news.sciencemag.
org/scienceinsider; 11 July 2014) Prof 
Ioannidis calls for “more opportunities 
to a wider pool of scientists, especially 
younger ones, to help them secure 
continuity of productivity and 
excellence.”

Open access survey
In July, Taylor & Francis published 
a new survey of authors on attitudes 
to open access (www.tandfonline.
com/page/openaccess/opensurvey). 
The results could be compared with a 
similar survey done last year, and all 
the data tables have been published 
on Figshare (figshare.com). In general, 
authors had increased confidence in 
the benefits of open access compared 
with 2013, with continuing concerns 
about licensing options and poor-
quality journals.

Should research fraud be a crime?
A recent ‘head to head’ debate in The 
BMJ (2014;349:g4532) put the cases for 
and against the proposal that research 
fraud should be a crime.  Zulfiqar 
Bhutta (Toronto, Canada) says that 
criminal sanctions are needed to slow 
the increase in misconduct. Julian 
Crane (Wellington, New Zealand) 
counters this argument with the view 
that criminalisation is unlikely to work 
and may undermine trust. Where do 
you stand?

COPE case taxonomy
If you’ve ever had to deal with a 
tricky ethics issue, you may well have 

consulted the collected experience 
that is the Committee on Publication 
Ethics (COPE) cases database. COPE 
has now developed a taxonomy of 
cases (publicationethics.org/cope-
case-taxonomy), which as well as 
providing a quick way to browse cases 
also gives a useful overview of the field. 

OA resources
The Australian Open Access Support 
Group (AOASG) has published a series 
of valuable resources (aoasg.org.au/
resources) on various aspects of open 
access (OA). Topics covered include: 
OA statements, promotion of OA, 
understanding publisher agreements, 
repositories, OA journals, and metrics.

Peer review innovation
Frontiers (frontiersin.org), the open 
science platform acquired by Nature 
Publishing Group last year, has 
launched an Interactive Review Forum 
to “ease the collaborative dialogue 
between authors and reviewers”.  The 
system uses a range of digital tools to 
guide a fully collaborative peer review. 
SciRev (scirev.sc) offers the ability to 
share your experience with the peer 
review process with colleagues.

Peer review manipulation
The publisher SAGE is retracting 60 
articles from one of its journals after 
unearthing a “peer review and citation 
ring”. A 14-month investigation found 
that Peter Chen, formerly of National 
Pingtung University of Education, 
Taiwan, was strongly suspected of 
creating assumed and fabricated 
identities to manipulate SAGE’s online 
submission system for the Journal of 
Vibration and Control (jvc.sagepub.
com). Chen’s institution co-operated 
in the investigation, which also found 
that Chen was working with several 
other authors in a citation ring. You 
can read more on the Retraction 
Watch blog (retractionwatch.com; 8 
July 2014).

John Hilton
Cochrane Editorial Unit,

Cochrane Collaboration, London, UK
hilton.john@gmail.com

The editor’s bookshelf

Please write to annamaria.rossi@
iss.it if you wish to send new 
items or become a member of 
the EASE journal blog (http://
es e -b o o ks hel f. bl o g s p o t. co m).

EDITORIAL PROCESS

Cleary M, Walter G, Daly J. Dealing 
with peer review: what is reasonable 
and what is not? Collegian 
2013;20(3):123-125
Peer review is a central process in 
publishing. Carefully constructed 
peer reviews are likely to result in a 
substantially strengthened article. 
Thus peer reviewers play a vital role 
in the advancement of knowledge 
and do so for little recognition or 
reward: many editors, editorial board 
members, and reviewers provide 
their services voluntarily. They ensure 
that no poor-quality manuscripts 
are published, thereby maintaining 
the reputation of the journal and the 
quality of scientific knowledge.
doi: 10.1016/j.colegn.2013.06.004

Paolucci M. Grimaldo F. Mechanism 
change in a simulation of peer 
review: from junk support to 
elitism. Scientometrics epub 
February 2014 
In this work the authors developed a 
computational model as an heuristic 
device to represent, discuss, and 
compare theoretical statements and 
their consequences. Employing a 
theoretical approach supported 
by agent-based simulation, they 
examined computational models of 
peer review, performing the replication 
of simulations using different 
mechanisms. Plausible changes 
showed that peer review can withstand 
a substantial amount of cheats, causing 
just a graceful decline in total quality.
doi: 10.1007/s11192-014-1239-1

ETHICAL ISSUES

Amos KA. The ethics of scholarly 
publishing: exploring differences 
in plagiarism and duplicate 
publication across nations. Journal 

of the Medical Library Association 
2014;102(2):87-91
This study explored national 
differences in plagiarism and duplicate 
publication in retracted biomedical 
literature. The national affiliations of 
authors and reasons for retraction of 
papers accessible through PubMed 
that were published from 2008 to 
2012 and subsequently retracted 
were determined. While the United 
States retracted the most papers, 
China retracted the most papers for 
plagiarism and duplicate publication. 
Rates of plagiarism and duplicate 
publication were highest in Italy 
and Finland, respectively. Unethical 
publishing practices cut across nations.
doi: 10.3163/1536-5050.102.2.005

Brookes PS. Internet publicity of 
data problems in the bioscience 
literature correlates with enhanced 
corrective action. PeerJ 2014;2:e313
Data integrity is a common discussion 
topic, with a widely held assumption 
that publicity surrounding such matters 
accelerates correction of the scientific 
record. This study aims to verify 
whether such public discussion of data 
integrity has actually had any effect. 
The results show that it is correlated 
with greater levels of subsequent 
actions to correct the scientific record 
by enhancing the motivation of 
journals, authors or institutions.
doi: 10.7717/peerj.313

Gasparyan AY, Ayvazyan L, 
NAkazhanov NA, et al. Conflicts of 
interest in biomedical publications: 
considerations for authors, peer 
reviewers, and editors. Croatian 
Medical Journal 2013;54:600-608
This article overviews evidence 
on common instances of conflict 
of interest (COI) in biomedical 
publications. Financial relationships 
of research institutions and their 
investigators is the most conspicuous 
source of COI. Comprehensive policies 
on disclosure of financial and non-
financial COIs in scholarly journals 
are presented as proxies of their 
indexing in evidence-based databases, 
and examples of successful medical 

journals are discussed in detail. The 
article emphasizes the importance 
of adhering to the guidance on COI 
from learned associations such as the 
International Committee of Medical 
Journal Editors (ICMJE). It also 
considers joint efforts of authors, peer 
reviewers, and editors as a foundation 
for appropriately defining and 
disclosing potential COIs.
doi: 10.3325/cmj.2013.54.600

Godecharle S, Nemery B, Dierickx 
K. Guidance on research integrity: 
no union in Europe. The Lancet 
2013;381(9872):1097-1098
The authors retrieved and analysed 49 
national guidelines addressing research 
misconduct and promoting scientific 
integrity, published by 19 European 
countries. They found a highly 
heterogenous picture within and 
between European countries resulting 
in a confusing situation. In addition, 
they had great difficulty in retrieving 
the guidelines of 12 countries. The 
harmonization of those guidelines is 
therefore necessary.
doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(13)60759-X

LANGUAGE AND WRITING

Diekhoff T, Schlattmann P, Dewey 
M. Impact of article language in 
multi-language medical journals 
- a bibliometric analysis of self-
citations and impact factor. PLoS 
One 2013;8(10):e76816
This article analyzed the influence of 
English-language articles in multi-
language medical journals. The findings 
suggested that a larger share of English 
articles in multi-language medical 
journals is associated with greater 
international visibility and recognition. 
Fewer self-citations were found as they 
are not needed to artifactually increase 
the impact factor with a greater share of 
original articles in English.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0076816

PUBLISHING

Bould MD. Hladkowicz ES, Pigford 
AE, et al. References that anyone can 
edit: review of Wikipedia citations 
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in peer reviewed health science 
literature. BMJ 2014;348:g1585
This article evaluates the prevalence 
of Wikipedia citations in indexed 
health science journals, identifies those 
that publish articles with Wikipedia 
citations, and determine how it is 
being cited. International guidelines 
lack editorial guidance on how this 
resource should be used. The authors 
suggest that editors and reviewers 
insist on citing primary sources of 
information where possible.
doi: 10.1136/bmj.g1585

Marušić A, Malički M, von Elm 
E. Editorial research and the 
publication process in biomedicine 
and health: Report from the Esteve 
Foundation Discussion Group, 
December 2012. Biochemia Medica 
2014;24(2):211-216
The article presents results from a 
discussion group of editors and experts 
organized by the Esteve Foundation. 
The report includes the findings of past 
editorial research, discusses the lack of 
competitive funding schemes and of 
specialized journals for dissemination 
of editorial research, and reports on 
the great diversity of misconduct and 
of conflict of interest policies, as well 
as adherence to reporting guidelines. 
It also reports on the reluctance of 
editors to investigate allegations of 
misconduct or to increase the level of 
data sharing in health research. 
doi: 10.11613/BM.2014.023

RESEARCH EVALUATION

Lancho-Barrantes BS, Guerrero-Bote 
VP, de Moya-Anegon F. Citation 
increments between collaborating 
countries. Scientometrics 
2013;94(3):817-831
International collaboration enhances 
citation impact. Collaborating with 
a country increments the citations 
received from it. The authors 
observed a certain tendency for these 
increments to be lower in countries 
with greater impacts, and differences 
in the behaviour of the countries 
between the various scientific 
disciplines, with the effects being 
greatest in Social Sciences, followed 
by Engineering.
doi: 10.1007/s11192-012-0797-3

Saragiotto BT, Costa LCM, Oliveira 
RF, et al. Description of research 
design of articles published in four 
Brazilian physical therapy journals. 
Brazilian Journal of Physical Therapy; 
e-pub 2014
One important step in accessing 
high-quality clinical research in 
evidence-based physical therapy is the 
identification of the research design 
used and knowing where the research 
design is ranked in the hierarchy (or 
levels) of evidence. This article aims 
to describe the research design used 
in articles published in Brazilian 
scientific journals that are relevant to 
physical therapy or physical medicine 
and rehabilitation. Journals that are 
freely available and have high Qualis 
rankings were evaluated over the most 
recent 7-year period (2005 to 2011).
doi: 10.1590/
S1413-35552012005000136

SCIENCE

Glasziou P, Altman DG, Bossuyt P, et 
al. Reducing waste from incomplete 
or unusable reports of biomedical 
research. The Lancet e-pub Jan. 8, 2014
Most publications have elements 
that are missing, poorly reported, or 
ambiguous. Reporting guidelines such 
as CONSORT, STARD, PRISMA, 
and ARRIVE aim to improve the 
quality of research reports, but all 
are much less adopted and adhered 
to than they should be. Suggested 
immediate actions to improve the 
reporting of research are: changing 
the current system of research 
rewards and regulations to encourage 
better and more complete reporting, 
and funding the development and 
maintenance of infrastructure to 
support better reporting, linkage, and 
archiving of all elements of research.
doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(13)62228-X

Yoneoka D, Hisashige A, Ota E, et al. 
Are Japanese randomized controlled 
trials up to the task? A systematic 
review. PLoS ONE 2014;9(3):e90127
The number of published randomized 
controlled trials (RCTs) is rapidly 
increasing worldwide. This study 
identified the number of all Japanese 
RCTs published in Japan in 2010, it 
assessed their general characteristics 

and quality and analyzed factors 
related to their quality. Despite 
a considerable number of RCTs 
conducted in Japan, in some 
domains, quality is not satisfactory. 
On the other hand, there are high-
quality, non-indexed RCTs. The full 
disclosure of trial information and 
quality control of clinical trials are 
urgently needed in Japan.
doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0090127

SCIENCE COMMUNICATION

Schwitzer G. A guide to reading 
health care news stories. JAMA 
Internal Medicine e-pub May 05, 2014
A team of reviewers from 
HealthNewsReview.org. evaluated the 
reporting by US news organizations 
on new medical treatments, tests, 
products, and procedures. They graded 
most stories unsatisfactory on 5 of 
10 review criteria. They established 
that the stories often emphasize or 
exaggerate potential benefits, minimize 
or ignore potential harms, and ignore 
cost issues. These findings can help 
journalists improve their news stories 
and help physicians and the public 
better understand the strengths and 
weaknesses of news media coverage of 
medical and health topics.
doi: 10.10001/
jamainternmed.2014.1359

Watts S. Society needs more than 
wonder to respect science. Nature 
2014;508(7495):151
According to the author, there is 
a fundamental difference between 
science communication and science 
journalism: researchers are well 
placed to explain concepts, but 
journalists bring the critical scrutiny 
needed to integrate science in society. 
Science journalism should weigh up 
the values and vices of science. A 
journalist needs to be persistent and 
brave enough to find out things that 
people don’t want the world to know.
doi: 10.1038/508151a
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